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FBI Surveillance of G-ays Challenged
•

conducting the ·investigation could
find ·no reason to continue sur
Dan Simonoski believes there veillance of the group. However,
may be hundreds of thousands of when One, a magazine the group
documents of. FBI surveillance of published, ran an article alleging
Gay groups in this country and is that there were homosexuals in
trying to get them.
important positions iil the FBI, the
Dr. Simonoski, a political science tone of the memos regarding the
professor and plaintiff in a Freedom investigation changed drastically. In
of Information Act (FOIA) lawsuit a memo written by the second rank
against the J!'BI to release the docu ing official of the FBI, a hand
ments, was in Memphis March 22 written passage expresses indigna
through 25 on a 34 cityfund raising tion at the possibility of homosex
uals in the FBI and urges the Bur
tour.
"The FBI has admitted to having eau to ''take these guys on and a total of 5600 documents which get them to put up or shut up."
Another set of memos reveals
comprise all of the information they
have gathered on 1.3 groups in 8 that the FBI had particular interest
states from 1950 through 1982." in the author of the article and
Simonoski said. "That's poppy wanted to make every effort to
cock," he went on, "Just last week, identify the writer and; once ideriti-,
1 finally received two volumes in fied, to "locate him."
Apparently the author was writ
volving the Mattachine Society in
San Francisco... There were 600 ing under a pseudonym because he
pages of documents on that group was never identified or located.
Under the Freedom of Informa�
alone and that was only for 1952tion Act, an · individual or organi
54!"
A cursory \inspection of those zation may request information
records revealed that FBI agents compiled and held by agencies of
by Allen Cook

Gay

Pride Events Sche.duled

by Allen Cook
Two events scheduled for June
30 will cap a month long celebration
of Gay .Pride in Memphis, according
to members of the Memphis Gay
Coalition.
Permission has been secured from
the city to use Court Square as a
rally site. Local and regional : speak
will include representatives
ers
from local Gay or sympathetic
organizations as well as regionally
-prominent speakers. Eddie Sandifer,
president of the Mississippi Gay
Alliance (MGA), has agreed to be
one of the keynote speakers. Mr.
Sandifer has been active in the Gay
rights movement since the 1950's
and is currently spearheading a fight
for MGA to receive corporate status
in Mississippi.
The idea of a march or parade
this year has been scrapped by
organizers. They have indicated that
support for a parade has been
dwindling over the yeru:s and that
the weather in years past has been
a deterrant. Last year both the
temperature and the humidity were
in the 90's .
While the idea of a parade has

been abandoned for this year, the
rally is slated to take place just prior
to the annual river boat cruise. It
was felt that many participants
might come to the rally downtown,
and when it was over, simply walk
two blocks to the boarding site
to spend the next few hours on
the river.
The rally has been tentatively
scheduled to b�gin at 7:00 pm and
be concluded in time for the 8:30
boarding.
The
boat will leave
the dock at 9: 00 and return by mid
night.
Tickets for the river cruise will go
on sale May 15 and will be available
for purchase either through the mail
or at Encore Cards and Gifts, 1266
Madison Ave., during regular busi
ness hours. Last year all available
tickets were sold several days prior
to the event.
Ticket prices this year will be
$12 per person.
Joyce Cobb will provide enter
tainment for the river cruise. 400
tickets will be available and will be
sold on a first come, first paid for
basis. No reservations will be taken
without pre-payment.
·

·

·

the federal government. These agen
cies are permitted to exempt the
release
of certain types of in
formation from release providing
they identify the reasons for the
denial.

In response to Dr. Simonoski's
request for. records, some interest
ing exemptions are noted. Files on
Dau�ters of Bilitis and the Lesbian
Liberation organizatioiJ.s have been
classified "per executive order :
national defense or foreign policy
reasons."
continued on page 15.

·

: onds to NGTF Questions
Jackson Resp
Washington- The Reverend Jesse of taking offic� banning discrimina
Jackson ltas responded to a ques- tion based on sexual orientation in
all areas of federal contractors. Ac
tionnaire prepared by the National
cording to GCN, the order would in
of
Gay Task J!'orce and a n_umber
lude the military. "Lesbians and
e
ns.
organizatio
Gay
other national
The questionnaire was sent to all Gays have long served in all bran
.
ches. of the military. There is, therepresidential candidates.
fore,
no reasonable basis for exchid
Jackson expressed support for H.
them.
ing
Regarding the purging of
inwould
which
R. 2642, the bill
and
Lesbians
Gays already serving in
discrimiagainst
ons
prohibiti
lude
e
nation on the basis of sexual orien- ·the military, I believe that such dis
iation along with those for race, col- missals are not only unjust, but also
or, creed, etc. in the Civil R.1ghts Act wasteful."
The executive order would also
of 1964.
inc
hide such agencies as the CIA, the
According to a story in Boston's
National
Security Agency, and the
a
J ckson
Gay Community News,
FBI
ackson
promised to remove
J
.
as
"long
characterized H.R. 2624
r
on
granting security
strictions
e
encompreh
"more
and
overdue"
sive than the senate counterpart clearances to Lesbians and Gay men,
(S430) and is, therefore, preferable stating, "that after 30 years of mon
to it." Additionally, he promised to itoring, our government cannot off
classify anti-Gay and Lesbian vio- er a single case in which homosexu
ality has been the cause for comprolence as a civil rights violation.
mising the national security by a
Jackson said he would issue an
executive order within three months·
continued on page 15

Hart Rates High

on

With the withdrawal of John
Glenn from the campaign for the
Democratic candidacy for president,
attention has turned to Walter Mon
dale and Gary Hart as contenders
to be reckoned witlr.
Primaries in recent weeks have
shown the previously thought unbeatable
Mondale forces .have
weakened considerably as Gary Hart
captured primaiy after primary.
"Take heart and vote '84" says
one enthusiastic Hart supporter in
Memphis. In perhaps one of the
most enlivening coalitions in recent
political memory, Sen. Hart has
captivated a rare assortment of local
. political activists that include Tim
Shaeffer, Walter Evans, Minerva
Johnican, Cliff Tuck and Linda
Ott.
According to Hart sources, ''Gary
Hart supports extension of civil
liberties to those who have histori
cally been witf.wut the full protec·

Gays' List

tion of the law. The ACLU rates his
voting record on civil liberties the
best in the Senate� Sen. Hart be
lieves all Americans must be pro
tected from discrimination whether
based on race, color, religion, na
· tional origin, language, age, sex or
sexual orientation (italics ours).
In a recent conversation with
Hart's· Senate office, an aide com
municated the following on Sen.
Hart's positions:
As president, he would issue an
executive order banning discrimi
nation based on sexual orientation
in all federal hiring and contracts.
In addition, he would support
banning of private sexual discrimi
nation, oppose sexual orientation
discrimination in immigration poli
cy as well as in legal services.
Delegate selection for the Demo
cratic National Convention begj.ns
March 31 with May 1 being the date
of the Tennessee P1imary�
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Silence Equals Approval
have been any one of them), · I wu sation, said $0, and left.
in a group of people who were
The idea of someone · discriminother. Gay people
talking ·with a security guard. Ap- ating against
parently one of the patrons had re.ally gets my back up. And it
been asked for an ID before enter- probably does most of you. Unforby Allen Cook
ing the bar ( we were all old . tunately, about half of the people
I guess_ I'm getting c1otc11ety. in·_· enough . to pass). �he guard ex- reading this will �e with the
1
or unstated policies which
my old age. Thiilgs
used to iet plained that the police had caught stated
ate against Blacks in our
dis
crimin
som
one
underage
in
the
bar
in
the
�
pass, don't pass anymore.
.
bars
every<?ne
preVIous
week
that
and
·
tm
my
e
k
office Chris as party,
: Ta.
would be asked for an ID for the
Su:re, there are excuses:
for example It was held in a large
near future. S'eems that· Tennessee
"I'll lose all my white business if
apartment clubhouse with catered
law
requires
anyone
in
an
establishthe
bar gets too "dark", if you know
food, . catere<I oooze - ina catered
ment which serves beer or liquor ·what I mean." Or...
music. The overzealous DJ, who
_
"Those people just come in and
desparately w�ted people to dance ·to have so�e sort of jdentification
buy one drink and sip on it all
on
them
while
they
are
there.
to his music said, "Guess what?
Anyway, th� con�ersation degen- night. I can't make any money like
Today they had.�- AIDS meeting
era«:<< to a discuss10n . of ho� the that!" Or...
in
this
room...
And
you
- reqwrement of . excessive ID s �as
"I'm just doing what my clientele
don't . know WHERE they have
be� used to eep _out_" undeme- wants me to do."
.
been sitting..
So get up and
Without actually
abl� elements�
But when it.all com� down to
boogie!"
1
saymg so, everyone knew the guard It, that's all they are
excuses.
N eedless to say,
was not
_
to Blacks.
was refemng
justification for disThere
is
no
.
amused.
_
irriAt least �ne
of t�- patrons
crimination. Especially, it seems to
There was a time when m
.agreed,, saymg that. some ni�ts ·it , me, when one minority is doing it
tation would have never see the
.was �os t 50-50
an obVIously � to another..
light of day. _Thilt_ night, however,
.
. negative ratio.
Others too, seemed
Meanwh�e, back to my story. It
I marched right up to the»J and , t be .
.
Two
m agreement. However, I seems I did make a .pomt.
o
told him exactly how I felt about s
med 1?· be the �mly one thor- people who had been m the group
ee
;his remark. You've never seen a
oughly disgusted Wlth the conver- came up later and told me that
more sheepish grin in yoUr life. But
I suspect he will not be using that
line to get people on the dance
floor anymore.
,
All. of which brings me to·my.
po
� other night at a local disco
,
(I'm not gomg to mention any
names because it could probablv

someone · else in the group wanted
· to apologize. He said he really felt
bad about what was said. I told him
he had every right to feel bad.
. Well,.the person·in question never
·did apologize to me and managed to
look guilty while avoiding me for
the rest of -the evening. But, if
nothing else, at least 1 raised the
conciousness of a few people.
I have .since concluded that whatever the situation might be - a
straight man: telling fag jokes, a
male chauvinist maligning women,
or a redneck preaching prejudice silence equals approval. I'm not
going to be silent.'
Atlanta, Gem·iia recently passed
a city ordinance that makes it unlawful for a bar to require more
than one legitimate identification
of any bar patron. This ·ordinance
was the result of action taken by a
local Gay group ·and supported by
the Atlanta chapter of Black and
White Men Together in response to
local Gay bar discrimination poll
cies.
Perhaps we should take a lesson
from our sister city, Atlanta.
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Lesbians Challenge ·Editorial

Gaze
_

Box 3038, Memphis, Tennessee 38173-0038.
Phone (901)
·
4S<�-1411 (irregular hours).

Letters to the editor should be as
So we have been here, John, and
the women's movement ·(led by
short as possible and must be signed.
. we're still_here; we were just doing
Names will be withheld by request many Gay women, as was the eman
but anonymous letters will not be cipation movement before the Ci� other things to support other areas
printed. "Box 3038": is a letters-to
War) predated and in no small . of our and your liberation .
the-editor column and is a public measure provided. the atmo,sphere
ad
F.
F.
Busmesses, newspapers, marches,
1orum 1 or re ers ·to express the'17 that allowed Stonewall to breathe.
and 0!'2anizations are vital to our
opinions. Gaze takes no responsi- I t lS not l'k
.
I e1y
however that
'
b I·1·lty ,o
F. r the views expreSBed." Mail
'
survival and growth; our people con.
women, much
less' tho� who are
lett611'" to Gaz"' Bo"- 3038 •'em nhr·IB
tribute
according to their interest,
T.'N. 'a"' ' ·o 17
"'-•
""'
.
' .WI.• -�, �,..nn
'-""'�be free. until all_men are.
·

·

Gaze is nonprofit and produced. by volunteers. We assume
no liability for claims made by advertisers. Appearance in
this publication is no indication· of sexual orientation or
identity. We weJ�me materials-submittectl!y'i'eiiailrsbiit'
reserve the right to edit or reject such materials.Subscriplions are $8 per year to cover mailing costs. Gaze is
published monthly by the Memphis Gay Q)alition.

81w3-0038.
·

Reading John Stilwell's editorial
(March, 1984) about the reverse disStllff Writers:
crimination and separatism of some
Clifton St. John
Thomas Smith
Joe Calhoun
Ric Sullivan
Gay women, I felt a response from
Jim Stanley
Joel Tate
lleott Qlrrell
the mdicted class might be nelpful.
Not to disagree with his impression,
Nalwllle Correspondent: .
Jell Thompson .
but with another perspective to fill'
TrJMMttlng a uyout:
the
cup that from his view looks
Allen Qlok
Bob Dumais
Cecil Mcleod
John Sparks
half e�pty and from mine looks
half full.
Cln:ul8tlon:
' .
John Stilwell.
Cecil Mcleod
It is a common perception that
Jell Thompson
Gay women (my term of preference
Advertlalng lnlomuotloni
.
- other people should be free to
. .
(901)"454-1411
..>elect · their own ��) are ofteri
tutlolloll Adftrtlalng:
•·. Joe DiSabato
not recognized as being in the limeRivendell Marketing
666 Sixth Avenue
· light of the Gay rights movement.
.·
New York, NY 1001,0 (212) 242:aati3
,
,
But that depends on 'w:ho's loo.king,
cbp�right o 1984 by'MGC. Reprint permi;.,ion granted td. where the iookmg's.d�me and· how
Gily and Lesbian pu�iications only, provided proper credit
is9iven. Distributed in Memphis, Little Rock, �nd Nashville.
one defin�s �hat one :sees.
Mrcro filmed by Southern Gay Archives, eqca Raton, Fl,
Gaze Box 3038, Memphrs. TN 38173-003� •
We celebrate Ston�wall ·as our
Gay July 4th because:men's events
and actions tend t.o be :remembered,
written about and celebrated. But
2-;Gaze-�April, i984
eo-Editors:
John Stilwell-Alien Qlok ·
,

•

·
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talent and personal fr eedom, and
Such is the rule of patriarchy.- . .
'
every
drop of_effort adds to our
It is true that the
public,
family
river. Both John Stilwell and
Memorganized continuity of the
All
C oo k h ave expressed this
en
phis .Gay movement has been an
sentiment
repeatedly. I respond now
overwhelmingly fathe�d event, and
of
some
out
guilt, warranted or not,
an
d
these daddies deserve praise
for
having
not
participated more in
thanks and love and a backrub. But
organizational
efforts.
And because
before any of us had more than one
some
Gay
out
feel as I
omen
here
w
guts, women
or · two tentative
do
we
paltici
about
not
have
why
a
were risking their own money nd
s
if
have
which
pated
reason
little
;
doing most of the work to organize
ng
a
do
as
o
anythi
with_
hating
men
�
massive all-Gay-parties on riverboats .
rs
if
as
there
no
membe
we!e
·
���
and in midtown penthouse discos
'
m It that we recogniZe as brothers,
so that and I remember her vei:y
'
t,
words, "Gay people can feel good be� �ear, or 3JlY other geometric
. onentat10�.
·
about themselves and mee t each
The
purpose
of.
this.
response
is
othe� someplace other than a bar." ,
.
s
to
e
prop
me
reasons·
possible
os
?
·
knq
w anythmg about
We didn't
Gay Liberation and . not much fo� Ol,ll' conspi��ous absence. I'm a
-.
about women's liberation• in Mem- w riter, and wnt;ers need to be con
cerned
With
whys,
not
perpetuate
.. '
phis in 1972. But we should have
e
old
system
d
but
under:>
�
�
�
tan
t
.
known it was coming the ins
each of us realized that we were Its mnards and do a httle medicmal
alteration. So, to some of the possiGay, not queer. That all those lies
ble whys:
were exactly that:. lies.
�ontinued nex� page
·

.

·
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Tuesdays and Thursdays

The -Jungle Lounge

from 9:00pm to Midnight
MUGS 50¢

Set-ups Available
Ten Import Beers

HAPPY HOUR Every Day
5:00to .7:00pm

Nashville
300 4th Ave.
·south
256-9411

Coming in.APRIL
Miss Gay Davidson County
Pageant and our First
Anniversary Party

-

and ALL American

·

ONE XEARlH The·Jungle's
New Location

=
=b=le
Beers Availa
HOT SANDWICHES
_
_

PATIO LOUNGE
·

Open Monday -·Friday
3:00p.m. - 3:00a.m.
Saturda�

& Sunday

1:00p.m. - 3:00a.m.

ENDORA,LTD.PRESENTS

LA:nv A.STOR�s,
BALL

I.

\

i

I

. \•
.

A BENEFIT PERFORMANCE To SPONSOR THE GAY .
ALTERNATIVE RADIO SHOW
FEATURING;_ LADY

ASTOR, LESLIE

CARTER,

.

i

I

ALEXIS DuBOIS, HENNA RINTZ, TRIXIE AND MORE!
.

i
·\

.

L

GRA�D LOBBY, 0RPHEUM THEATRE
MONDAY, 'APRIL 2, 1984
7':30 PM

..
__

$5 ADMISSION
.DANCING, BUFFET� SHOW
CASH BAR ONLY.
DRINKS

.00

DOORS OPEN 7':30 PM .
SHOWTIME: 8:30 PM

Crusades need financing as well there's the third one to ·compel
If we are concerned at all about
as principles, and the fact is that them to pay you for the second.) So
our rights as a class, the .class we
men make more money than women now on top of less money, we have.
must first address. is. our minority
in similar jobs� Gay men in general less time. Kvetch, kvetch, kvetch
treatment as women. Being female
is a condition that · most women ·have more disposable incoJile than And that doesn't count �ose Gay
women. And I can tell you women who also have children and
Ga
have no desire to conceal, and
personal experience that deal are single parents.
from
must therefore deal with the daily
ing with pay discrimination at work
It has only been a few years that
circumstances of "externally im
posed'' limitations that femaleness is like having three full time jobs. women have been able to get higher
(You're already working two and paying jobs in significant numbers,
entails. I risk. being thought' overly
refusing to pay you for th� and our perception is that many
they're
optimistic to call these ciicumstan-·
·
they added to yom job . male employers would welcome.
one
second
ces anthing less than difficult.
Money is the first difficulty. description a year ago. And now any excuse, any opport\.mity to
.

.

•

y

avoid having to deal with women
as peers, or heaven forfend, as su
periors. Gay women, who have
always worked, were the first to
realize the b?nefits of egual pay
(when and .if �t occurs) and are not
likely to be the first to risk losing a
. status that is about as secure as
quicksand.

.

There is no excuse for whatever
negative treatment John or other
continued on page 18
·
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Gay Games
.. Contin'-'es
.)
)
�I '

Natlonal·y

._ ,

.. _.

_

"Olympics"
_
:

.

,,
f

,_

• 1

·.1·,J ;'·

assassin D an White. M any Gay
'leaders seein 'Unconcern'ea about the
possibility: that large· -Gay· .demon
strations might harm the, Demo
crats' presidential prospects and
help President Reagan, a longtime
opponent of Gay rights. "Senator
[John] Glenn (D-Ohio) has been
making some statements against
Gay school teachers that are very
disturbing to us," said Wilson, also a
former teacher. "It reminds some of
us of the initiative campaign out
here six years ago where they tried
to ban all Gay teachers [the B riggs
Initiative� We were highly visible
during that battle, more people
learned about Gays and we're better
off for it. Sometimes even when you
lose, people learn:"

Battle

.
,•

11

:
On February 14, 1 984, the Board
of D irectors of San F rancisco Arts
· & Athletics, Inc. voted unanimously
to appeal the latest adverse court
ruling in a lawsuit brought. against
the organizat ion and against D r.
Thomas Waddell, founders of the
Gay Games that were to- be called
victed.felon to place profits from the Gay "Olympic" Games until the U.S.
- sale of his crime story in a bank
Olympic Committee and the. federal
trust for at least five years. During courts stepped in. The latest ruling
. Dan White Prospering In Bel Air
that time, lawsuits--can be filed for - came- on February 2, 1984, when
Mansion?
U.S. District Judge John, Vukasin
compensation by a crime victim or
held that the U.S. Olympic Commit
Los Angeles (The Weekly Ne:ws) his heirs.
Dan White is living rent-free in the
Agnos, who is now looking into the tee's motion for summary judgment
Bel Air m ansion of a movie pro ·K.ABC reports, said, "It gives me would be granted, avoiding a trial
ducer who has paid him a $50,000 grim satisfaction ·that my legisla
and a public airing of the issues in
-advance for his life story, KABC-TV tion will bring an additional meas the case and making permanent a
1 982 injunction against Gay Games' Navy AIDS Victim May Retire
ure of .justice to Dan White because
reported last week.
- White, convicted killer ·of San he has not fully paid his debt for the use of the word "Olympic."
The Navy may continue to treat a
Sentiment was strong . among
Francisco. Mayor George Moscone murder of two outstanding public
sailor
with AIDS and not discharge
Board
members
that
the
cause
of
officials
and
fine
human
beings."
and openly gay Supervisor Harvey
Milk, was released early this year
the sponsors and participants in the him. When John E. B askin was
State corrections department
after serving· a five-year sentence. spokesperson Helen Krogh denied Gay' Games must be held and sus diagnosed as having the disease, he
An Orange County- group had fully all reports that White was
tained throughout another appeal. told his doctor that he had engaged
offered a $10,00() reward for infor living in a Bel Air mansion. "It's a Recalling that the U.S. Olympic in sex with men. That disclosure
mation on White's whereabouts. totally erroneous report. Other than
Committee's attorney had original was ·used later by the N avy in an at
ly stated that the Gay men and tempt . to discharge him· - the
White contacted the group's lawyer that, I can't tell you anything," she
said.
Lesbian organizers and participants patient-doctor relationship is not
and later met with the millionaire
Meanwhile,
both'
attorney
Jeff
in the first Gay Games were an "un confidential in the m ilitary. The at
who posted the reward.
su itable group" to have the tempt w as blocked by a threat from
"He said they have many of the Walsworth and KABC news direc
U.S.O.C.'s consent to use· the word Baskin's attorney to fileifor· a tem
same ideas," KABC quoted the tor Terry C rofoot stand behind their
stories
1
00
percent.
"Olympic,"
members of the Board porary restraining oraer. Just when
group's lawyer as saying, "in
pledged
continuing
eommitment to it looked like the day was won, the
cluding _a belief that the system has
'
their position that they have a N avy attempted to separate B askin
become too loose and a belief that General Re-Instated In Germany
constitutionally protected right to under a little-used regulation that
.they were both against homosexu
use· the word "Olympic," and to be would have given him an honorable
ality."
Bonn - C hancellor Helmut Kohl
free. of homophobia, whether en discharge, but would have ended his
I n addition, White · reportedly h!'S reinstated General Guenter
forced by the courts or otherwise, in treatment at the Bethesda Naval
�pressed remorse over the killings Kiessling, who was fired in a homo
Hospital. The Navy, under more
doing so.
for the first time. "He is regretful sexual scandal, but K iessling said
pressure from attorney Harvey
"To
say
that
the
law
does
not
about the incident - that this is he will not return to his post as
matter, that the facts do not m�tter, Friedman, halted the process and
something that will be chained to deputy NATO commander because
that public policy does not matter, now says B askin's case will go b�
. him the rest of his life. and he will of ill health.
and even that the U.S. Constitution fore a board to see if he is qualified
always haxe to live with it and it will
"I reached the conclusion that the
does
not matter - that all that for a medical retirement.
cause him 'turmoil."
.
·charge against Gen. Kiessling could
matters is what the U.S. Olympic
It may also cause him to become a not be substantiated and he must be
Committee says it wants - - is
rich man, if the KABC reports are rehabilitated fully and his honor re
wrong.
It appears to me that this is
true. Besides the $50,000 advance stored," Kohl said at a 45-minute
what
Judge
Vul<asin has done here. New Co-Chair Announced by
given by the unidentified producer, news conference announcing the
This kind of treatment under law B.W.M.T.
White also stands to collect the decision.
I
.
turns
seekers .of justice into cynics,
$ 10,000 reward from the equally
Kohl's offer and K iess l i ng's
The International Association of
but
.we
have
not
allowed
.that
to
unidentified millionaire.
refusal were considered a Compro
fiappen, 'We ·rema:in hopeful ·and Black .and �'White M(m·"-'Fogether
State Assemblyman Art Agnos of mise to restore the general's honor
dedicated to being treated fairly by (I.A.B.W:M:.T.)· has anriourreed the
San Francisco would like to see without sending him back to NATO
the
courts - whatever our sexual appointment of Tim Wilson of
those profits r erouted. A gnos and to defuse a mounting political
orientations,
and howsoever power Denv.er as the group's new Co
aut ho r ed a recently en acted crisis for the conservative govern
ful our adversarv. The tortoise is Chair, succeeding Grieg Leonard of
California law which requ ires a con� ment.
gaining on the hare·," attorney for Atlanta. Wilson, 35, joins Co-Chair
Gay G..ames sponsors and organizers A. B illy S. Jones of San Francisco in
. heading the Gay interracial organi
Mary C. Dunlap observed.
z ation. H is previous experience in-·
eludes various leadership positions
in the Denver affiliate group,
Democratic Convention Forum
G.R.E.A.T. Men of the Rockies (of
for Gay Rights
which he is the founder), as well as
anti-racist and networking activi
San F rancisco (Cascade Voice) - ties on the local and national levels.
Gay activists here are threatening Wilson was also recently elect�d to
to turn this s:.1mmer's Democratic the Board of D irectors of Parents
Clii.tom•made belts•Chaps
National Convention into a visible and Friends of Gays/Denver:·
jackets•Vests•Harnesies•
demonstration for Gay r ights.
At a Febru�y -transition meeting
Wrlstbands•SIIngs•Caps•
"There
will definitely by a Gay o'f Jones and' Wilson iri-SanFrancis
lilfl
•
•Ci-Sbl
Stnps
jock
Leatha
presence and a high Gay visibility," CO, it was determined that Wilson
T·Shlrts•Western Shlrts•Boot·
said Hank Wilson, a hotel executive· will oversee the I.A.B.W.M.T.'s ,
lldlls Etc.
Stnps•a.'..tt.· .SUipel•
and leader of a militant Gay rights C onvent ion, Aw ards, C u ltural,
1474 Madison
Opln FIWIIL t P.M.-.2 A.M.
group. He went on to say that the Media, and Business & Professional
(located b1 the rear of Jackie's)
form that the demonstrations take programs. Jones will oversee activi
will depend upon which Democrat ties which relate to Education, Ar
leads the pack at convention time in chives, Health, Publications, Incor
mid-July. Gay leaders most recently poration, and Bylaws & Elections.
demonstrated their ability to turn The political projects of the
out big crowds a month ago,. when I . A . B .W . M .T.. , includ ing T as k
We now handle a complete Jtne
9,000 persons jammed the intersec Forces o n Racism, ·Gentrification,
�of ·Leathe� and Ctce
tion of Castro and Market Streets to Crime & Violence, Poverty &
protest the release of political Affluence, M ilitarism & Nuclear
.
i '
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_..
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_ Iq.5, ;.wu1 -Pe:::- .�oni_ A.ff.t,qani)\ P��t h�
torea by'- both Wilson and Jones.
John Bush of Boston, Treasurer,
and Rick Hanson of Clev.eland,
Secretary, will continue in their
I.A.B.W.M.T. administrative roles
of fund-raising and outreach, respectively.
B.W.M.T. chapters have been active i-n several projects _in Gay and
non-Gay commu nities, most notably
in confronting racism, homophobia,
and other forms_of oppression in the
e_m p.loy m ept an d a dm i s s i o n s
�o�, i R ies'of,, pu blic _graces. _Plans are
now _ ·upderway for. the organiz ation's fourth-annu al convention to be
held in Atlanta in July: For inform ation, write: I.A.B.W.M.T., 584
Castro, No. 227, S an--Francisco, CA
94 1 14.
··

NGRA Enters Case On Behalf of
Gay Judge

Poli ce said the incid�n t w � r�
�
ported to them by an uhi'denthietl
woman caller.
Police officer John Mullen said
that a witness to the attack chased
after the vandal but lost him. The
vandal was described as a white
man in his 20's. The dents were about the size of a
qu arter to -a half-dollar and were
clustered in small groups, as if the
vandal peppered one spot before
. moving on to another.
The 'sculpture; comm issioned
several years ago by the M ildred
Andrews Foundation in C leveland,
· is one of two casts. One was
scheduled to be erected in NYC's
Sheridan Square. The second was
designated for Los Angeles. At one
time San Francisco was considered
as the site, and H arvey M ilk Plaza
(the Muni station at Market and
C astro) was the favored setting. At
Stanford_"Gay Liberation" is set on
a grassy knoll in a sculpture garden.

National Gay Rights Advocates
has filed a brief in the Minnesota
Supreme Court urging that a judge
not be dismissed simply because he
is Gay. The case .involves Crane
Win tori, :· fi"' ,District;-C, Qjj r:� Judge in
H ennepm :County, M mnesota. The
Board on ,J udicial Standards, in re
commending Winton's removal,
concluded that "A homosexual may
be a judge only if he or she is celi
bate."
Leonard G-r aff, NGRA Legal
. Director, said Judge Winton was
beitig ,subjected to an unfair double
stan_9.atd. "In Minnesota,_'' Graff
said, 'tthe same sexual activity is
illegal for Gays and Straights. Yet,
straight judges have not been asked
to vow not to engage in that type of
sex."
'-NGRA Executive D irector Jean
O'Leary added: "It seems fairly oh-'
vious that Judge Winton is being
treated differently simply because
he is Gay. These outdated sex laws
were never, intended:to be used as a
measure of one's ability• to serve the
public."
Judge Winton has been on the
bench for 2 1 years and is ,highly
respected by his colleagues. -
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Mayors Pass Gay Rights
Resolution

$8.00

a year

Washington- National Gay Task Force Executive Director Virginia
Mail to GAZE, Box 3038, Memphis, fN 38173-0038
Apuz�o called it "the opening of an
other door for 'Lesbian and Gay
. Please make checks payable .to GAZE.
rights." Following her convincing
testimony, the Committee on Hu
Name
....J.
man Development of the U.S. Con
ference of Mayors passed a resolu- .
Address --------�--�
tion late last -month endorsing legal
protections for Gays. It reads: "Re
,
·City, State,-Zip
cognizing the right of all citizens,
Please do not forget your zip code!
regardless of sexual orientation, to
·full particip�tion in Ameli,can socie- ;..·_..;..._�--...
·r
- _____ _.;.
-.,;.._______,;..;.;
..
ty, the committee recommends that ....---.
. all levels of government adopt legal
protections for the rights of Gay and
Lesbian Ameticans."
·

��---______________

______

�

1.

./

Boy George - "Not Gay"
New York- Entertainer and not
ed bisexual Boy George on his sex
ual ambivalence: "I'm not Gay. I'm ·
as Gay as I am hetereosel(:ual. .OK,
Pve experimented with both sexes,
but I'm not a limp-wristed floozy ·
and I'm not a transvestite. Trans
vestites show tits, man. I'm 6 feet,
I'm a man, mid I hav:e no delusions."

Southeastern Lesbian Writers

a

A-ccording to t'he San' Jose
Merl:Ury.:News, George Segal's "Gay
Liberation" sculpture� installe�
last month on the Stanford Univer
sity cam_pus :_has been vandalized.
Stanfq· rd , police said that a
h-ammer-wielding male defaced the
statqar;Y:' "-He caU:s'e d· extensive
damage·· to the anodized bronze
figures of two Gay men and two
Lesbians:
.
All four figures in the sculpture
- wh_ich depicts two women sitting
on a bench touching hands and two
men standing nearby - were
dented in the head, face and body by
a total of about 40 blows from what
u n iversity police said was a
hammer.
The worst damage, said the
Merl:Ury-News, was to one of the
women's nose, which was nearly
flattened by the blows.

'
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ln11rracial Gay People's 0!Jinizatio�
'I

Calendar of Events - Everyone Welcome
Thursday, April 5 : Action Committee: 8:0 0 pm - Discussion on the BWMT/
Memphis role in the First Southeastern lesbian/Gay Health Conference in
· Atlanta, Saturday, April 21. 1984 and the Ninth Southeastern Conference of
lesbians and Gays: Birmingham. AL April 12-14. 1984. BWMT/ Memphis and
BWMTI Atlanta will give workshops on Gay and Lesbian Minority Hea�th Concerns;
Racism. Networking and BWMT relationships to the Gay Community .
Tuesday, April 10 : C/R Support Group: 8:00 pm
of local chapter interest
Wednesday. April 18: Steering Committee: 8:0 0 pm Items
.

·

.•

St. Petersburg, F L -The sixth
an n u al S ou theastern 'Lesai an
Writers Conference will-convene in ,
central Georgia June 7- 10. Calling it
"Womonwrites '84," conference or
ganizers encourage advanced regis
tration. Fees are: $40, advanced;
$50, at the gate; $25, low income;
$ 10, children. Registration fees
include participation in all con. ference events�_ cabin-style lodging
and meals. Childcare is available,
but accessibility for the differently
abled is l i m ited. F o r more
information, send a self-addressed
stamped_ envelope to: Womonwrites
'84, 7134 5th·· Ave. North, St.
Petersburg, FL 33710. ·

��u��Thursday. April 26: CIR Support Group: 8:0 0 pm . -:·Saturday, April 28: Yardsale: Fundraiser - Midtown�:!_ Save Your Trasli! 10:00 am.
Sunday. April 29: BWMT Brunch at the Benchmark Hotel· Noon
at the rural residence of .
May 4-6: 3 Day Weekend Retreat in Monticello.
- - KentuckY
two. of our members.
Monday, April 30: General Meeting. Library : 8:0 0 pm
·

·

/

Seeking to "make the punishment
fit the crime," English barons exe
cuted Edward II by inserting 'a red
hot poker into his anus.
.

We are Gay individuals cr�ating an interracial, cultural,
social,' political and educational organization dedicated to
fosteri-ng a. supportive environment where racial and
cultural barriers can be overcome, as well as working to
-combat racism both within and outside the Gay community.
/ .

For further information call276-4160 (Irwin) or 274-0 5 321Joe) o'r 726-4299 (Ga�
·Switchboard) or write: Black and White Men Together .of Memphis. Inc P.O. Box
.•

41773. Memphis . TN 38174.
-

- \
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Spectrum ·

'Perhaps romanticism· reigns, how. , ever. 71% of the Gay male respon
dents indicated that they kiss every
time they have sex. 95% of the
Lesbians · reported doing so.
TSARUS Anniversary Set

-

Sex Survey Notes G·ay D ifferences
by Allen Cook .
An article on sex and the American couple appearing in Playgirl
maeazine's May issue has .some
interesting facts concerning G ay .and
Lesbian relationships. The article,
by Philip Blumstein, Ph.D. and Pepper Schwartz, Ph D. � co�dep.se�
from material contained m their
book American Couples.
Regarding sexual frequency, the
authors noted big differences when
they compare hetero- and homosexual relationships. Gay men have·
more sex in the early part of their
relationships - more so than any
other type of couple. However, after
10 years, they have sex _less �equen· Iy than heterosexual mamed coupies. Lesbians, according to the
survey, have sex less frequently
than any other type of couple.
The four groups surveyed in
A merica n Couples included married
couples, heterosexu� cohabitors,
Gay 'men and LesbianS. .
The authors concluded that while
their survey reflected frequency of
• .

·

"genital sex," . they learned �at
Lesbians prize non-genital physical
contact - cuddling, touching, kis�r
ing
probably more than of-:ber
couples do. They are also more likely to consider these activiti�s as
ends in themselves, rather than as
foreplay to genital sex. Blumstein
and Schwartz conclude that, like
heterosexual women, Lesbians need
non-genital sex as much or more
than genital sex.
The survey concludes that 67%
of the Gay men surveyed who had
been together 2 years or less had
sex three tinies a week or more.
That percentage dropped as the
. couple lived together longer. For
couples living together 2-8 years:
32%; 10 years +: 11%
. . For Lesbians the drop-off was
even more drastic; Two years or
. less: 33%; 2-8 years: 7%; 10 years +:
l %.
.
.
These figures compare with ma.r. ried couples : Two years or less:
45% . 2-8 years: 27% ; 10 years +:
18%:

-

·

Metuphis Gay . Switcltboarcl
.

In£or.mation,

Co�l.ing,

The banks of the muddy Mississippi will be the setting for fun,
food, and frolic as members of
TSAURUS get together to celebrate
their seventh anniversary, April 13th
through 1 5th. Organizers say the
weekend will be intimate and informal and that, the 0!11Y requ�ment
·
is a $ 5 registration fee. .
.- �
Limited housing
IS available--through TSAURUS at the Georgetown Inn ($10.00 per person, per
night, dormitory style).
For further information, contact
any TSAURUS member or �all
(901) 452-5581 and ask for DaVId.

Street, New York, NY 1003.6, at $10
(including postage) for ·ind,ividuals·
and nonprofit organizations, and
$20 for law firms,· libraries, and
academic institutions.
The reprinting of these articles
was made possible by a grant from
the Playboy Foundation.
Gay Video E ntries Sought

Entries are now being accepted
for the third annual San Francisco
Gay
' Video. Festival 1984'. Held. e,ach
S
Francisco 's Le�r
d
/G
m Celebration, the
festival brings . together the best in
professional' avant-garde and short
features by independent Lesbian
and Gay producers from aroll!ld
the country. Beyond this, theme
and subject matter are irrelevant.
The festival has been established by
Frameline' a non-profit media organization
to develop � audience
...
for Lesbian and Gay video and to
LLD r�eprints Gay Rights Article
promote a demand fo� ��ality productions and wide exhibition WlthLamb da Legal Defen se anin and external to the community.
nounced recently the publication of · The Video Festival is a traveling
"Our Straight-Laced Judges: The exhibition. Entries may or may not
Legal Position of Homosexual Per- · Wish
exposure on metropolitan
sons · in the United States" and cable networks. All arrangements
"Recent Developments in Sexual
are possible. The festival is currentPreference Law," by · Rhonda R.
ly
being presented at the Trocadero,
Rivera, . a pr.ofessor at Ohio State
Bay area public access stations,
Univer sity Law School and a
Manhattan Cable, and EZ-TV in
Lambda Boardm�n:t ?er. T h es e
Los Angeles. Th e 1983 festival
articles are th� defi�ll�Ive. work on
fucluded
over 16 video works
G ay and Lesb ian civil rights for scree
audiences numbering
ned
to
lawyers, legal workers, law st� more
than
7000.
_ dents, and_l �YP�P!!·_ They . constiThe
Individual Rights Video tute- lhe most comprenensive , ac-Awards
will be presented to netcount of the legal struggles of
work news stations for 'Sensitive
Lesbians and Gay men.
The articles, published in one handling of Gay issues in the media.
Categories presented
are
for
volume, are available from Lambda
national,
documentary,
single
story
Legal Defense, 132 West 43rd
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_., . split construction has started on a
B ++.e�«. ,c-!1.£! "0J. "'���1:�a
�ws. D,Q.. It
� . -' - ;��....
pectacular $1 million branch office ..:
" ·: • '··"' 1
:A · '! \·_�.,, «;
"') , . . ·
�
Ji ' C astro Street. 'A p u b l i c
Colloquy on U.S: House floor m
oration, Atlas is. owned by its
cor
·
debate over bannmg all Federal
P
.
ds of gay mvestors and
h
ousan
t
fu n ds �
10r abort'Ions, sept 22' 1983: deposi tors m 48 stat� and beyo nd .
E
.
R e p resent at ive W i l l i am
.
D a !l n e l'!l ey e r , R e p u_b l I' c a n o f N ot es B oar d C h air J o h n A
the
how
I
t
s
Y
on
no
e
.
,
. S ch m•'dt
"W
.
Cahform a: ''Jfwe are gomg to pay off .
fmanc1al clout of Gay people, but
(the
national)
debt;
s
omebody
h
as
ot
g
Religious Paper published
to be born to pay the taxes to pay it off. also destroy the myth that Gay
Now, since 1973, the decline in the people are �ot good managers of
A scholarly paper published by birth
rate per fertile female has their money.
the Gay Academic Union has .estab. .
reached the pomt w here, a8 a
lished that Jesus did rn ake a sigm fI- civiliz ation, we run
· sbian Press
the serious risk New Le
cant reference to homosexuality in of disappearing
from the face of this
the Gospels, contrary to what has · planet. Right now, today
The formation of a new Lesbian
, in the last
generally been held. This comment
house, Lace Publica- '
publishing
few years, the rate of reproduction
occurs in his longest single utter- per fertile
female is 1. 8. Now, demo tions, was announced March 1.
ance, the Sermon on the Mount. Dr. graphers
The first offer ing Th e Raging
tell us we need 2. 1 to sus
Warren Johansson has shown that
e, an erotic romance by
Peac
tain a civilization."
the word rac h a, as it appears in the
Representative Barbara Mikul Artemis OakGrove, is due to be
King James version of the bible ski, D.emocrat
of Maryland: "I am released in the Fall of '84.
(Matthew 5:22), is a contemptuous just appalled
Lace Publications plans to pubat what the last
term for the effiminate homosexual. speaker said.
fiction with strong Lesbian .
}ish
I am shocked to h ear
Rac h a, a word of Hebrew origin, th at Americ an women are meant
to main characters in the areas of
was current in the street language be breeder
reac tors to sustain erotica, adventure, fantasy, gothic,
of New Testament times much as civilization
h i stor i c a l , h u m o r , m y s t e ry ,
and pay ofj
I
'JJ the de'
Jicit,
·
"faggot'' and "maricon" are today.
s p i r i t u al / o c c u l t ( n o h o r r o r ) ,
am insulted, insulted!"
The context in which the word is
romance and science fiction.
used shows that Jesus strongly disA special feature of Lace Publica
approved of abusing someone as a
tions will be The Lady Winston
racha. By itself, the passage gives no
series. This series will specialize in
G ay B ank Successful
evidence of Jesus' own attitude
erotica of all types and Lace is
towards homosexual conduct. None
San Francisco - Atlas Savings seeking book-length manuscripts to
theless, it shows: that he meant to
and Loan Association, the world's consider for this series especially.
forbid any form of fag baiting by his
Women of color are encouraged to
first Gay and Lesbian owned finan
followers.
cial institution, has seen its assets send them their work.
Lace Publications emphasizes
The opera " La Traviata" was once grow from $2.5 million to $85 that it is completely neutral politi
In
years.
two
barely
in
million
banned in Brooklyn (1) becau se
that enterfiction
prefers
and
addition to a three for two stock cally
. .
..
. .
of its supp osed "licentiousness."

and l � w i rco�e :rage : Deatllimf'·fox: ·:
entries: · i&-' M'ay'\(31'; l 984� �Formats1 '
accepted are �" and lh'' VH S. For
more information contact ··
Frameline 182-B Castro St , San
.
Francisco' CA 94114' ( 41 5\' 86 10843. Attention: John Canaly.
•

·

· ·

·

c

· ,

tains without theor1zmg.
For further informatio
Lace Publications, P�t> . Box 10
0037, Denver CO 80210.
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Re dgrave Set ·to PIay Renee
" h ds
RIC ar

·

·

·

·

·

Vanessa Redgrave is about to take
on another controversial role Renee Richards. The CBS television.
network has approved-the project 
titled The Sec ond Serve - and is
awaiting an acceptable script adaptation of Richards' autobiography.
"We want to make sure the subject
m atter is treated tastefully," said a
network official. Redgrave would
portray the transsexual tenn is star
both before and after her surgery.
A n anti-Zionist , Redgrave por
trayed a Jewish concentration camp
survivor four years ago and earned
much �riticism from Jewis h groups.

·

·

CALIMAR ENTERPRISES
in association with the

VIDEO/SHOW BAR
PRESENTS
the
Tennessee Preliminary· :

CABARET

-

-

for the

..

;

Female Intpersonators
Monday, May 2 1, 1 984 8:00 pm
Tennessee Performing Arts Ce�ter

Polk Theatre
Nashville ·

Spet:Ml Guest
. "CRENA . BlACK''

MISS
"A

CONTINENTAL

U.S.A. · 1983-84

glamorous, · formal

event"

For Inf'onnation, - call (61S) 8�3S02 or (61S) 32� 7082
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ashville
P arties, Plans and
Premiers
by Jeff Thompson

What Were you doing the last
weekend of February? If you were a
Gay N ashvillian, then there's a good
chance that you were discovering
the brand-new nightspot which has
opened within walking distance of
The Warehouse. The Chute opened
its doors on Thursday afternoon,
Febru ary 23, and began drawing
i m p r es s i v e crowds a l most
immediately. Located at 2535
F ranklin Road - in the building
w h i c h hou s e d Mother's Con
struction Company during 1983 The Chute has exchanged Mother's
metallic, high-tech ambience for an
el aborate cou ntry-and-Western
atmosphere.
What used to be the side door of
Mother's, toward the. back of the
bar, has become the main entrance
to The Chute. Upon passing through
that door, customers are greeted by
the appealing sight of a stone hearth
surrounded by stools and padded
seats. A log fire dances in the center
of the hearth, immediately convey
ing a warm, inviting feeling to The
Chute's patrons. A television and
video-tape recorder are situated
near the fireplace, and Monday
night is Movie N ight - a time when
everything from "Clash of the
Titans" and "La Cage Aux Folles" to
"Venom" and 1943's "The Outlaw" is
screened for The Chute's guests.
The counter is in the same place
as Mother's was, but now tne I ong
bar ends in a shining grill. In
addition to the usu al beverages, The
Chute offers an appetizing short
order menu featuring sandwiches,
c h i cken, and beef - - all at
reasonable prices.

Lining the wall opposite the
counter are restaurant-type tables,
presided over by two Western-style
c h an del i e r s . C he ckers and
checker boards dot the tables, giving
The C hute another homespun,
personal touch. Unusual splatter-
paint artwork hangs on the brick
walls above the dining tables.
American Indian symbols run along
the woodwork. O l d West
- memorabilia is everywhere.
The Chute extends into the
annex which, from August to
December of last year, sported
Mother's dance floor. Now the space
is used for a few more tables and
a mingling area - as well as a place
to lear n Western dan ces (on
Tuesday nights orlly), with Chute
personnel and guests ;:18 instructors.
The walls of Mother's elevated
DJ booth have been removed, but
the high platform remains. It now is
used as both a makeshift stage for
occasional shows and as the usual
resting place of an authentic
Conestoga wagon. The room literal
ly drips with Old West artifacts and
nostalgia, for a dense melange of
curious objects is suspendedfrom the
ceiling - saddles, feed bags, bits,
chains, ornate picture frames,
buckets , w agon w heels, · tools,
barrels, bridles, harnesses, horse
shoes,
and spurs! A glistening
waterfall, surrounded by live
cactuses, dominates one corner of
the room and a rustic porch-swing
sways nearby. A jukebox straddles the arch
way between The Chute's two rooms
an d b r o a d c as t s c u s t o m e r ' s
preferred country and Top 40 songs.
Video games and a pool table are
found behind the wagon platform.

David Silver performed at Nashville's Cabaret , then moved through
Memphis to perform at The Pendulum and The Other Side.

The bar's lighting is su bdued Picnic in the Park, to be held on July
.throughout, but with drama added 1. Other activities are being con
by the flickering firel ight in one sidered - and everyone with sug
room and an occasional small spot- gestions and a desire to help with
· light on a barrel, table, saddle, or this very special week is urged to
picture in the other.
call the Metropolitan Community
The Chute's co-owners, Gary Church at (615) 32Q-0288.
and Jim, are very much in evidence
As reported in the November
as they mingle with guests and 1983 Gaze, the Tennessee Gay Coali
supervise the smooth operation of · tion For H u m an Rights had
the bar and grill. J im and Gary, planned to hold a Statewide Meet
both . seasoned businessmen, are ing of Lesbians and Gay Men in
excited over their new venture - Nashville on April 7. However,
and over the widespread acceptance w hen region al meetings . were
and "patronage already awarded it organized in both B irmingham and
Atlanta for this month, Nashville's
by Nashville's Gay commu nity.
Coalition rescheduled its own State
One week after the opening of wide Meeting for autumn of 1984. A
The C hute, mem bers of the future issue of Gaze will give more
Tennessee G ay Coal ition For details.
Between now and then the
Human Rights and other organiza
tions gathered at the Metropolitan Coalition will busy itself with voter
Commun ity C hu r ch to begin registration drives prior to Ten
preparations . for Nashville's 1984 nessee's primary in August and the
Gay Pride Week activities. (The all-important gener·al election on
city's Pride Week is scheduled for November 6. Any person who has
Wednesday, June 27, through Sun changed his or her local address or
day, July 1.) One function already moved to N ashville from another
made definite is the annual Pride city since the last election will be

1!9: M E M P H I S
HEALTH CLUB

FOR

C LU B
S O UTH

MEN ONLY

BUDDY NIGHT EVERY TUESDAY
_

Your Buddy gats a free locker when you buy a ·room or a locker

628

MADISON AVE.

MEMPHIS , TENN ESSEE

[901] 525-2582

/

M E M P H I S ATH LETl C CLUB- A member of the C l u b B ath C h ai n .
8-Gaze-April,

1984

.......

·-s. l
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offered registration aid bh ' the
Coalition and by the drive's c<}:
sponsor, the Metropolitan : Com
munity Church. The two organiza
tions will have change-of-address
and voter-registration forms avail
able at various community gather
ing pl aces during the com ing
months. According to Coalition of
fica! Tommy Powell, "A person
must be registered thirty days prior
to the elections to be able to vote. We
are urging all citizens to register
and to exercise their right to vote
and exP,ress their opinions."
Nashville's Hayes Street show
bar, the well-known ·C abaret,
wowed its. patrons with a sizzling
appearance by David Silver and the
Fantasy Male Revue on Thursday
night, March 15. (From there the
Male Revue went on to Memphis
and performed at The Pendulum on
March 1 6 and at Tlie Other Side on
March 17 and 18.)
In the wake of David Silver's
crowd-pleasing Nashville show and
a sensational performance by The
Cabaret's Rita Ross at
The
Warehouse three nights later, The
Cabaret already is planning its .
popular Miss Gay Cabaret pageant.
The seventh annual competition is
scheduled for Wednesday, April 25.
· Music City's downtown landmark, Juanita's 224, has added an
exciting new feature - live: piano
music nightly. A piano has been
moved into one corner and local
artist Thorn Wever ·is on hand Monday through Friday nights from
8:00 to 1 1:00 tQ perform a sparkling
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stream of pop, jazz, Broadw ay,. sixth anniver.s ary April 12- 15, and receive flowers and ij)laq:i1es.), .
.
standard, and country favorites. then present a San� Francisco-based
The performers;wiifbe judged
Then, pianist Phil Houset�kes to the "bluegrass/fusion" artist in concert in talent,· evening gown, and swim
keyboard on Saturday (7:00 to 10:00 at The Warehouse, as a benefit for suit competitions . du r i n g the'
p.m.) and Sunday (3:00 to 7:00 p.m.) Gay Pride Week On Tuesday night, evening's ceremonies, as well as be
for more musical entertainment.
April 1 7, Robin Flower and her interviewed by the judges prior to
Saint Patrick's Day saw a dual three-member band will perform the show. The panel of half-dozen,
celebration at Juanita's 224, as selections from their popu lar specially-qualified judges will rep
guests feted both the "great day for albums, "Green Sneakers;" "More resent a cross-section of the South.
the I rish" and the first anniversary Than Friends," and "First D ibbs."
In addition to the contestant's
of the bar's move to its new Capitol · With its sponsorship of Robin talent competition, the pageant's
Boulevard home. Some fortunate Flower's appearance as well as audience will be entertained by
customers won impressive door support of programs of theatre, Chena Black, the reigning Miss
prizes on that Saturday. Now dance, stand-up comedy, opera, Continental USA. Special music is
Juanita's staff and patrons are gear female impersonation, and classical . planned, and elaborate floral
ing · up for the gala thirty-third music, Warehouse 28 continues to decorations will be provided by
anniversary of the bar, two months be an amazing eultural force in . John Carnes. General admission
from now.
tickets will go on sale very soon for
Nashville's Gay community.
ten
dollars �ach.
�
s
pectacular event
F inally:,
One other Nashville Gay night
Accordmg to The Cabaret s
.
ng
ille
is
is
all
of
which
awaiti
Nashv
spot has been around since the
next month's Tennessee . prelim- Gmger LaMar, contestants may ·
1950's - and soon it too will be the
inaries for the Miss Continent al enter the Polk Theater pageant as
scene of festive celebration. The USA Pageant. The lavish ceremony late as 3:00 p.m. on the d� of. the
Jungle Lounge, which for years was will be held in conjunction with The show , (M ay 21). �ntry fee. IS siXty
located next door to the former
Cabaret at the James K. Polk dollars . . Further mf?rm at10n may
Juanita's on Commerce Street, will Theatre of the Tennessee Perform- be obtamed by callmg (6�5) 32(}
hold its first anniversary party at its ing
Arts Center downtown. The ?082 �r (615) 834- �502. Th.Is dazzl
new locale on Monday, April 9. The
pageant, scheduled for Monday, mg m ght of mu� I c, . fashion: �nd
Fourth A venue nightspot will wei May 21, at 8:00 p.m., is being touted talent a� Nashville,s prestigi�us
come the Gay community with a
by coordinator Ginger LaMar as "a Perfo.rmmg A�. Center pron.uses
special party, complete with free glamorous, formal event" for both to be .J';ISt as thrill�ng as last sprmg's
· munchies and party favors, begin the audience and the participants. Coalition fund-raiser hel.d th�re.
ning at 7:00 p.m. Plus, a lovely anni
. What wer� you domg m the
Many professional. femal e imversary show will star The Jungle's personators from across the region wmter o� 1984 . If you w,ere a Gay
.
regular slate of performers N ashvi l han, then there s . a go_od
be competing, for the four
will
Bridget LaBelle, Cookie, Sam, and
hundred-dollar Grand Prize and the �hance th�t you w��e �artymg, �I n
Regina Ray ...,... as well as a surprise
privilege of being Tennessee's en- mg, �lannmg, pol !ti�kmg, danc�ng,
guest.
trant to the M iss Continental USA meet�ng, . worship ! ng, workmg,
pageant. (The state competition's . thea�ergoi�g, shari�g, and cele
This month will be a time of
first runner-up will be awarded br:atmg with old fr�ends and new
happy commemoration at Ware-·
three hundred dollars and the fri�nds - and loo�m� forwar� to
house 28 as well! The famed Frank- second runner-up will receive two domg more of the same m the sprmg
lin Road dance bar. will celebrate its
hundred dollars. Winnersalso· will and summer months to come..
·
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1l
a Bar & Restaurant
at
1812 Hayes Str�t

Monday-Saturday .
• Bar opens from 4 p.m. to 3 a.m.
• Dinner served from 5 p.m.-midnight
• Late night menu. · midnight t� 2 a.m . .
• Saturday late night menu to 6 a.m.
• Closed Sunday
·

•
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Health

The Patient is an A dmitted
Homosexual

he had . been learning interview
techniques. He described it as being
"unnecessar1fy stressful" because he
had to meet Gay patients. For that
reason, he stated, he would not want
me or my partner as a preceptor
- again.
by Jlarvey Thompson, M.D.
- Well, excuse me, young man! I
A medical history is a basic part
thought you wanted a medical eduof any hospital admission. Common
cation. S houldn't that include
terminology from the physican on
learning how to be comfortable with
di-fferent lifestyles?
that report might be "The patient is
a 35-year-old white married male
All physicians treating patients
w ho . . . " Frequently, my patients are
see many hOmosexuals throughout
their careers. Most are totally undescribed as "a 3&-year-old white
aware of the encounters. I always
admitted homosexual male . . . "
"Admi_tted" implied some sort of . wonder what a doctor is thinking of
when he comments that a middleguilt. There is nothing wrong in
aged person is_ "single," without
being homosexual: The only "admission" in these cases is that the
mentioning. sex l ife. The written hisphysician is biased and judgmental.
tory of an illness should embody all
facts ·of possible . medical signifiSo, I have started writing "The
cance iri the patient's life.
p-atient is an a9mitted heteroMedical schools emphasize that
sexual" on charts to heighten sensitivity to the prejudice.
· importance of sexual history early .
Physicians, even as medical stuon. However, one gets the impres- .
sion that many physicians don't :
dents, seem to be a conservative lot.
Since my business partner and I
want to talk about sex because of
have faculty appointmer:tts, we their own embarassment.
- occasionally precept students in the
So, it's not surprising to find there
are "Gay practices" to fill the needs
local medical school in our office.
J ust a couple of months ago, a first- . of Gay patients. A 1978 survey of
year student evaluated his pr.ecep600 San Francisco respondents to a
torship with me at my office, where
health quesionnaire reported that
·

·

_

231 1 Franklin Road I Nashville, Tennessee 37204_

Happy Hours 3, - 7

90' bottle

so� draft
1 2 - 1 am

Draft is 2 for 75�

94% of those who never had a Gay
physician would prefer care by one.
(New England Journal of Medicine,

vol. 303, no. 1, p. 51).�
I can't think of a disease where it
might not be important to know of
lifestyle. Certainly, any illness with
a fever, weight loss, or even a cough
or sore throat could be a manifesta
tion of sexually transmitted infec
tion.
In AIDS, 14 different specialties
could be involved, including tropi
cal medicine, dermatology, gastro
enterology, oncology, and certainly
immunology. AIDS is currently the
hottest topic in most medical jour
nals, and knowledge ofGay sexually
transm itted diseases is basic to its
understanding. As a result, Gay
physicians are in the forefront of
public education; their expertise is ·
being sought. They are, across the
·country, asked to sit on the advisory
committees that consider infectious
disease, bloodbanking, or public
- ealth. They are asked to be spokes
h
persons on AIDS for the media.
Occasionally, I am asked NOT to
identify myself with the Gay life, style in order to retajn my credibili
ty and the respect of the audience.
That reminds me of the straight
lawyer who cautioned me before my
sworn testimony to say nothing
about his cl ient's -lifestyle; he
reasoned that the jury would rule
against a Gay m an, no matter· how
strong was his injury case.
So, when I am subtly --:- or even
not so subtly asked to play down the
"Gay part" and stick to the "facts'!.
about AIDS, I agree; but I'm sure to
use the pronoun "we" when I refer to
the Gay community. It's fun to
watch the medical people squirm. It
makes me feel better-adjusted than
those in the audience who are un
comfortable, and I become more
confident myself.
Medical literature abounds with
homophobia. I went through . medi
cal school when the Journal of the
American . Medical Association de
scribed homosexuality as "a state or'
illness." The article continued "to
speak of a healthy, happy homo
sexual is a euphemism, similar to
speaking of a cripple or a partially
blind person as being 'happy.' " ·
Doctors are some of the most
homophobic members in the audi
. ence of ari AIDS presentation. Once,

at a very simple STD conference in a
large hospital, I began by saying
that 1()% of the general population
was Gay. A physician in the back ob
jected. He wanted to know where I
got such an "exaggerated figure."
Yet time and time again, that very
10% figure has turned up in survey
after survey, including that of the
respected Kinsey Institute. People
simply choose not to believe that
such a large proportion of the popu
lation is Gay.
It has been interesting to see
' medical records arrive in the office
with patients who left their previous
physicians without knowing how
their doctors reacted to them. One of
the · most inflammatory statements
was from the records of a physician
who. stated, "patient admits to
sodomy.'' I thought . the next line
might easily be, "so I called the
police and had him arrested!"
Most of the time, · there is no
mention in _the medical record of the
patient's lifestyle. This probably
rises from the fact that the patient
never voiced his sexu al preference.
One wonders what diseases might
have been m issed without that in
formation. Often, hundreds of
·dollars have been spent on diarrheal
workups with upper GI series,
barium enema, and sigmoidoscopy
before a simple discovery of a sexual
lifestyle: that included bathhouses
led ·me to diagnose. Giardia.
Unfortunately, though, if the
patient does the right thing and de
scribes his lifestyle, he m ay be met
with hostility from his physician.
One physician told a Gay patient to
leave his practice, since "he didn't
treat his kind." Another was told
when he left for Viet Nam, "Good! It
will make a man out of you!" One of
the most embarassing situations
must have been for the married, but
closeted Gay man who was greeted
in a room full of waiting people with
the cheery words, "Oh, you're the
one with the rectal gonorrhea!"
Another patient stated that when
he underwent a proctoscopy, the
private practitioner said to him, "It
shouldn't hurt; you must iike that
kin,d of thing." Still another was told
by a surgeon who treated his
venereal warts to change his habits
and "quit having sex with men."
Yes, sir! Right away, sirL
continued on page14
·
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Free Estimates
Free Pick-up · and Delivery
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"Where Men, Levi 's, & Leather Meet"
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H E PATITI S -Greater -Threat Than AID S ?
yecognize at once the · course a .
disease like this can take.
by Patrick Henry
Consequently, 200, 000_ Ameri Philadelphia (Au Courant) - cans, including 15 percent of Gay _
Within the last few years, AIDS has men, will develop hepatitis B this
become a major health concern for year. 10, 000 are hospitalized. A
Gays. The emergence of this disease chronic carrier state develops in up
created concern that has not been to 10 percent of infections and
u n fo u n d e d . B u t a far m o r e chronic active hepatitis occurs in 3
pervasive disease that preys on Gay to 5 percent of cases. Primary liver
men, as . well as on others, is. hepati cancer occurs 273 times more often
tis. And chances are you will find than in non-carriers, and 1 1 percent
yourself exposed to it at some point of all liver cirrhosis is hepatitis B
in your "social career." This is be related. Together, these two claim
cause it is so easily transmitted.
nearly 8,000 lives each_ year. This
Viral hepatitis attacks the liver in does not include the - 70 percent of
two distinct forms: IH (virus A or cases never detected or reported,
acute infectious), and SH (virus B or estimates Brett Cassens of Philahomologous serum hepatitis). The delphia Community Health Alterillness caused by the two is virtually n ativ es (PCHA)'s H epatitis B
identical, as is the damage each . Vaccine Program. .
produces in the victim's l iver. The
E arly stages of the 4Q- to 1 8Q-day
major difference between these two. incubation period for hepatitis B
viral ·agents is the manner of trans may be symptom-free. However, the
mission. Most cases of virus A result early symptoms may include fever,
from eating contaminated food or headache tiredness and m ild loss of
drinking contaminated water. The appetite. As more l iver cells are inincubation period lasts from 14 to 40 jured, symptoms increase with liver
days, and by age 40, 30 percent of all enlargement and tenderness.
Americans are immune, p_rotected
All of this can be avoided. In 1 981
by an antibody response that con the U.S. Food and Drug Adminis�
fers l ife-long immunity.
tration approved a hepatitis B
Hepatitis B is more seriously vaccine composed of immune serum .
perilous as it can be spread easily globulin. There is an initial injecthrough contact with an infected tion which is followed by a second
person's body fluids (inc luding four weeks later and in six months
saliva, sweat, and semen). One can a third and final ;hort. Booster�
/
·

The
best theories are useless
·
. without a proper plan ofaction.
In Was�on, there are people who pre
. · vent Gays and Lesbians from ente�
this country.
.
In Nashville, there are J)eople who thinll
they can control the sexual behavior of
consen� adults of any sexual orienta
tion.
TheSe people have a theory-homosexual
ity is wro� and can be controlled or
eliminated thr�h ret�ressive taws.
They also haft a plan of action, enab�
· them to �t their repressive let�islation

_

may be required after s�veral years.
No side effects can be expected (besides, perhaps, a sore arm}, .and the
cost runs about $ 100 to $125. Surely
a small sum � I_ � sure one's health
and safety, and It Is cover� d by Blt;te
. M diCal Assis
Cross and Public
�
tance (although securmg help fro.m
t�e latter ca� become charactens
tica! ly complicated).
Smce many people contract hepa
titis without eve!l kn�wing about it,
_
many spr�ad It with equal Ig
norance. S imple blo?� tests can be
take!l by your physician or healt.h
service agency to screen for this
disease.
.
PCHA has designed a program (a
companion to its YD Clinic and
_
AIDS Hotl �_ ne) to mcr_ease pub! Ic
awareness m the Gay commumty
concerning hep �ti�is B! but it has
faltered due to limited mterest and
partiCipation. Sul?port gro'!ps �or
_
sufferers and carriers
ha�e likewi�e
suffered. One of PCHA s goals IS
reaching younger people, those
who are least l !kely to have contracted hepatitis and developE?d
immunity. It seems this group has
been least a�tentive and receptive.
. Why? Bes ��es apathy an� general
Ignora� ce, It s become clear that
AIDS IS a greater concern, e�en
th�mg� the chances of developmg
_
_
this disease Is much less and there Is
·Jittle or nothing-that has been deter-

· mined to avoid it since so little is
. known about it. But w ith hepatitis B
there is a course of action one can
take - indeed, that all should take
- to avoid the emotional frustra
tions of contracting the disease and
becoming ill, bed-ridden and social- .
ly s·eparated. And there is a respon
sibility to others that each of us has,
to be certain not to spread this to our
lovers, friends, fam ily and to anyone
else whom we might infect.
This brings us to whom should be
vaccinated. For the above reasons,
everyone who has not had it already,
advised · Dr. Cassens. From blood
tests to immunization, hepatitis B is
an illness that can be contained
w ithin our 'community. It is neces
sary. O ne bartender I randomly
questioned has never been ill or im
munized, but serves drinks to .
hundreds of patrons. So certainly
this includes all bartenders, food
service personnel (waiters, porters,
chefs, etc.), medical personnel and
even hairdressers. The U.S. Public
H ealth Serv i ces I m m u n i z ation
Practices Advisory Committee re
commends, "Persons at substantial
risk of HBV infectioh who are de
monstrated or judged" likely to be
susceptible should be vaccinated . . .
as soon as possible after beginning
work in a high risk environment."
Consider it, if you must, a job
related responsibility, along with
appropriate education and required .
dress. But basic concern for the
health of oneself and others should
continued on p� 13
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passed.
We also haft- a

theory�men and women
are entided to full protection of their
�hts retl8fdless of sexual orientation.

' And we have a plan of.action. With your
help, our theory can become fact.
·

the Memphis Gay Coalltion meets the first
and 3rd Mondays of each month at the
Main Ubrary, Peabody and McLean,
7:30 p.m. Mee�· Room B. Join us!

ORPHEUM THEATRE
APRIL 10 · 15
One Glorious Week

525-3000
Mastercard and Visa
TICKET OUTLETS : ALL TICKI;TMASTER LOCATIONS •.
. THE ORPH E U M THEATRE BOX OFFICE, & ALL TICKET HUB OUTLETS
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REVIEWS
P alindromes,. M irrors
artd Swiss C heese

·

As If After Sex by Joseph Tor
chia is essentially the autopsy of a
relationship. Robert, the writer, first
sees. Julian in a spa working out.
Their first meeting is in a booth at
the quarter movies. When Julian
moves in with Robert, a mirrored
wall is installed beside the bed. But
more insinuating is Julian's private
phone which Robert is not allowed
to answer. A phone which only
rings at night prompting Julian . to
go out. with no explanation · of
where he is going.
Needless to say, Robert can't be
satisfied with. this arrangement in
spite of how perfect everything is
when he and Julian are together
and Robert finally starts following
Julian on his night-time excursions.
But the knowing in this case is much
worse then the not knowing and
mo�t assuredly begms the end of
the : relationship.
Throughout the . book, Torchia
seems . to be trying to define or
explain the coupling of two men
but it all gets bogged down in talk
of palindromes (words or phrases
that read the same backward or for-

ward, eg. "Lewd did I live, evil I did
dwel"); mirror images of mirrors;
and pieces of swiss cheese with holes
that are filled by other pieces of
swiss cheese. it was all very con
fusing and just made my head reel.
· I never liked any of the images or
explanations. Torchia seemed to be
saying we were unfulfilled in ourselves and seeking fulfillment in
other unfulfilled individuals.
Coupled with that, Robert has an
aggravating habit of flashingforward
and backward in time and .combining real events and real conversations with imagined events and conversations without clearly drawillg.
the lines between the real and the
imagined. m the end, I had no
clear sense of space or time and ·
couldn't be sure if the span of time :
·was .two months or two years.
.
In the end, I had a couple of un-.
answered questions: "Why did Torchia mention the psycho who was
killing antl mutilating Gay men and
then just drop it?" and "Why would
someone like Julian, so aware of his
good looks, working so hard · to
maintain them, so dependent on
them, destroy himself in agonizingly .
slow degrees with hard drugs like

angel dust?"
I offer a few words of caution to
potential readers. Despite its title,
this is not an erotic novel full of
lurid passages. Do not read it if you
are depressed or have just broken
up with a lover� Don't recommend
it to a person who might be critical
of_the Gay lifestyle. Although Ro
bert's arrival in San Francisco is

bright and full of promise; the final
lastfug impressions are of the sleazy
drug addicts and misfits inhabiting
the back streets and alleys in the
bad part of town.
As If After Sex by Joseph Tor
chia, A William Abrahams Book
Holt, Rinehart And Winston 52i
Fifth Avenue, NY, NY
io175
($13.95)

L ady Astor's B all to
B.e nefit G ay Alternative·
· Vincent-Astor, everyone's idea of
a "lady fair," will present a benefit
gala drag show in the sumptuous
grand lobby of the Orpheum on
Monday night, April 2. As usual,
Astor will assemble the "grande
dames" of Memphis drag for a performance unparalleled in Memphis
history.
,
The show will benefit "The Gay
Alternative" radio program which
until recently was heard weekly on
WEVL (FM 90 ). WEVL has temporarily gone off the air in order to .
devote all of its efforts ·to raising
needed funds to increase the power
from 10 watts to over 6000 watts.
Proceeds of the benefit, however,
are not necessarily earmarked for
WEVL. Astor said, "We want to see
WEVL back OI) the air and support
them in 'that. But the money will go intO a special fund to support
-the radio program. · If [WEVL]
needed the proceeds to reach their
goal, we might use the money 'to

put them over. However, if it be
comes apparent that WEVL will
fold, we want to see that the money
goes toward furthering the radio
program. We might consider buymg
time on or donating to another
radio station which would allow a
Gay-oriented radio program. "
"The Gay Alternative" featured
music bv openly Gay artists as well
as news and commentary on Gay
issues.
The April 2 benefit will be staged
in the Orpheuin lobby by special
arrangement with the Memphis Gay
Coalition and Gaze. Admission will
be $5. There will be a cash bar of
fering drinks for $1 (no other bev
erages allowed). ln addition to the
show, there Will be a buffet and
dancing. Showtime is 8:30 pm with
the doors opening at 7 : 30.
Among the performers will be
Lady Astor, Leslie C<Uter, Alexis
DuBois, Henna Rintz and Trixie.
'•
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GET YOUR COPY OF IDE ADVOC4 11? HERE !

- Now In Stock

'

Framed and Mattea Prints

!

including

Marilyn Monroe
Barbra Streisand
Pandas
Unicorns
New

FILL THE S KY

Line

of Western Statues For Your
House or Apartment

Sleek: '� If After Sex"
''JJ.ugbters of A Corlll lkl,."

41so in

Come In, Browse Around
. � '! :· '

·

Lay Away Plan

-- LOCATED NEXT DOOR-TQ.-:J._WAG'S
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-A selection of recent poems by
Memphian Charlie Mc Mullen
-

.

Available April 1 5 at

Encore Cards Gifts and Books
1 266 Madison
or

Write to: Blue Eyes Music

Box 1 25 1 , Memphis, TN 38 1 74- 1 25 1
($3. 00 per copy plus 50¢ posta ge and handlin g)

by Houston Butler
The Other Side D.J.
Old dance music classics are reincarnating at an accelerated
rate lately. Unfortunately, most lack the pizzazz of the
original and fall to the wayside, unable to hold up to another
rehashing. But once in a great while, a superior attempt
surfaces. Such is th e case of Yvonne K's new version of
·�I Got the Music in Me," an exceptional remake with
contemporary charm. Opening with a long synthesized
percussion intro, the beat begins to push. the song. Yet the
drums cannot hide the beautiful melody line, the lush pro
duction, or the powerful, stirring' vocals. The heavily
synthesized arrangement is both creative and ever-changing,
a reflection of the best in Italian import music. This 12"
single on Energy Records offers a 7: 27 vocal with a 9 : 23
. instrumental "megamix" on the flip side. Definitely worth
your time and investment.

1t1f 1 S
I've Got the Music in Me - Yvomie K.
Rush Rush - Debbie Harry
Dr. Sex - Pleasure and the Beat
Jealous Love/Evergreen -- Hazel Dean
Over My Head -Toni Basil
6. Whole Lotta Love - M. Barsotti
7. Jmpp/Automatic/Ne.utron Dance -Pointer Sisters
8. Danger - Flirts
9. Relax - Frankie Goes to Hollywood
10. Girls Just Wanna ... (Remix) - Cyndi Lauper
11. Watch Out - Doctor's Cat
12. Radio Ga Ga - Queen
1 3. You - Boytronic
14. Here Comes the Rain Again -Eurythmics
1 5. Coming Out of Hiding -Pamela Stanley
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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H epatitis

PCHA),
(discounting mild jaundice which
Author's Postscript: In May 198.3, appeared briefly), the discomfort
continued from page 1 1
during a routine blood check, I was w as distinctly emotional and
found to have hepatitis B. I was financial. And, although I had premotivate us to heighten our aware- unaware of this as I was not the least . viously investigated the availability
ness regarding this and other bit ill at the time. Nevertheless, I and cost of the vaccine, I - had done
viruses and sexually transmitted was forced to quit work and to limit, nothing directly to secure it. So I
diseases, and support the effort of to an excruciating degree, my con secured the disease instead. During
others who are eng;1ge.d in tackling tact with others. For me, who never my convalescence, I met other
these health threats (like those at,··suffered from physical distress sufferers, one of whom remained ac-

Attention Women!

There is a new babY! sister in the
national community 1 Of women's
music festivals - and, as many
other youn ger s i b;l i ngs , she's
shaping up to be original and
spunky. CAMPFEST '84 will be
held in Alloway, New 'Jersey over
Memorial Day Weekend and is
being produced by Womyn Artists'
Productions, the four-year old
Ph iladel ph ia-based company.
CAMPFEST '84's night . stage
will feature nation ally known
musicians, and the day stage will
provide a showcase for regional
talent. Original to CAMPFEST '84
will be a recreational and sports
slant; baseball and volleyball teams
will be coordinated, and there will
be a 24 hour recreational room with
board games and cards available.
Movies will be shown throughout
the weekend.
To receive further information,
- send a self-addressed, stamped en
velope to CAM PFEST '84. Box
30381, Philadelphia, PA 19103.
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tive socially (at popular gay bars)
and sexually, . disregarding his
physician's advice and the risks. and
responsibilities. "Someone gave it to
me . . . " was his reasoning. By the
summer's end, I had fu lly rec.overed
and was not, fortunately, found to be
a carrier. Later that month, ABC
News Anchor Frank Reynolds died
- of hepatitis.
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"My God, Brutus . it 's a
Gay Winnebago!''
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Lifetim·e - Cofuniitriterits
or The D ating G am e

by Rev. Larry J. Urhig
We live in the most mobile society
in human history. Have you ever
tried to update a mailing list? No
one stays put for very long any more.
With this great shifting of human
mass, we have all learned to expect
change and shift.
Now, there is nothing wrong with
mobility, and I, for one, love people
on the go, "movers and shakers."
There is, however, at least one piece
of negative fallout from all this
mobility: we have learned to create
brief relationships, we have learned
to expect nothing to last. Indeed, we
have grown up with a motivational
principle of immediate gratification, and when our needs aren't met
when we want them in the way we
want them, we simply move on.
For mobility to be a creative
force, there must also be constancy,
dependability, a sense of purpose or
direction. People who are movers
and shakers seem to know where .
they are going, and how they will
get there. Without this kind of
"directness" and "purposefulness,"
movement for movement's sake
alone is simply wandering from
pillar to post, aimlessness.
Within the Gay community, . I
have seen a large body of people who
float about from job to job, city to
city, event to event, cause to cause.
There is a ·nomadic flow of young ·
people, and often older people, who
seem to follow the tide for gratification's sake alone. While I do not
want to nail down everyone to a job
or place, I would certainly like to advocate that we take a new look at our
wanderings.
.
If a relationship, an organization,
a church, a cause, or a political
movement is going to achieve its
goals, it needs people who are in it
for the lnng haul. It needs dedicated,
_
committed,
and dependable people
who stay put. As much as you and I
want our lovers to be there when we
need them, so also our community
needs us to be there. One of the wonderful things about life is also one of

·

•

the simplest and most often over the day-to-day. People without a
looked: having the same person vision perish; they just do not
steer the ship for a consistent period succeed.
2. When an individual in an orga
of time, the same voice at the end of
the phone, the same address to write
nization's leadership disappoints
to, the same face on the pillow beside you, don't generalize that failure to
you.
the entire organization.
The phenomenon we more often
3. Define your problems specifi
see is "the dating game." People flirt
cally, and address them individual
with an organization, or a cause.
ly.
They try it out, "have a few dates,"
4. Leaders, be specific in what you
maybe even express a hope for fu ller
expect from volunteers.
comitment, perhaps join the church,
5. Assess your own talents and
club or organization. Sometimes, , gifts as well as the time comm it
they pay their dues and vote once or . ment you can afford - accurately.
tw ice before disappearing. It's
Don't overextend yourself. (Over
almost as if they are saying "Well
extending generally reflects an
I've done that." Someone ;ecentl
attempt to prove self-worth; this is a
told me they had recently noted
dead-end street for those with low
people committed to the church one
self-esteem.)
Sunday, and rugby the next.
6. Seek profession�! guidance to
If the dating game goes on in
determine your skills and abilities.
every group and organization, then
7. Divide large tasks into small,
Copyright Stonewall Features
we have a lot of wasted energy, false
achievable parts.
Syndicate, 1 981,.
expectations and mutual disap
8. Don't sit and stare at the negapointment going on which can only
feed our �ense that nothing will last,
Patient
no one will stay. When our expecta
continued from page 1 0
tions grow limited and we become
T h e v e ry first edition of am tempted to add, the Gay and the
cynical about the commitment of
Harriso�s Principles of Intern al Straight. But Harrison goes on,
others, we end up creating an en
Medicine, published over 35 years covering all the bases: "The essen
vironment which does not expect,
ago stated, "To the physician, tial quality of the cliflician's interest
and therefore cannot encourage
is humanity; the secret of the care of
, nothing human is strange or repuldeep commitment.
patient is caring for the patient."
the
sive. The true physician has a
We must allow and enable people
to live - and cure by,
Words
Shakespearean breadth of interest
to move beyond the "dating" stages
fellow J?hysicians.
proud
wise
and
the
foolish,
in
the
of relationships to the comm itted
and the humble, the stoic hero and Copynflh t Ston ew all Featu res
stage expressed in mutual bonding
the whining rogue." At this point, I Syndicate, 1 984
and deeper investment between the
individuals and the organizations
they are a part of. What I am sug
gesting is longer-lasting relation
ships at home, of course, but at
work, too, and especially in the
volunteer, not-for-profit organizations _which make up such . a large
Cable Channel 7
part of our communities. How can
we get beyond the "dating game,"
'•
' \beyond the shiftless search for some
fantasy, beyond the "grass is always
greener syndrome?'!
Here are a few viewpoints and directions that may help:
1. You must have a vision of the
long-range g(>als or a desired end if
you are to understand and cope with
·

y
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Views From Ten Percen
' T ' '
t

ME:MPH-IS
CE:NTE:R �OR
.RE:PRODUCTI\JE:
H-E:ALTH-

,.
Hfltlltla Cl:lnit:

Offflrin6AEWI Rlln6e ot � c.r.·
1462 Poplar at MeNeil
Memphis, Tennessee 38104
(901) 274-3560
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9. Absolutely nothing is � b;_d as
it feels, looks or as people say it is.
10. Take commitments and vows
seriously, and renegotiate them as
needed. Don't run away from a pro
mise; renegotiate it.
Ten is a good, round number to
end up with, so I think I'll stop here.
I'm sure you understand the general
drift.
I shared a personal story at a
recent public event. A friend com
mented later, "I didn't know that
about you! How come you never told
me before?"
My response was immediate and
required little thought. "I am in this
for the long haul. I can't give all my
gifts at once." After I said that, I
realized that it was the secret ofsur
vival and success, and just m aybe
reflected som e m atur ity and
wisdom.
Life-long relationships are not as
much romantic as they are work
able and creative. Go make yourself
some!

Sit Back

ln.!

•

·April 4 4:00 pm
April 9 4:30 pm
April 27 7:30 pm
-

This month's program features Dan Simonoski, Ph.D.
discussing FBI surveillance of Gay organizations.

FBI Surveillance

continued from page 1
federal employee only further supports my belief that such restric� .
tion� against such employees have no
reasonable basis."
In response to a question on immigration, Jackson promised to push
for an overhaul of the nation's immigration laws and said that . until
new laws are in place, he would instruct the Immigration and Naturalization. Service and the, Dept. of
Justice to "neither enforce or defend these discriminatory policies. "
Additionally; Jackson said he
VIOuld press for greater cooperation
among federal, state, and local agencies dealin2 wi� .the AIDS !7isis and
called for additiOnal pubhc educa-

, continued · from page 1
tion, lack of which has caused a
Dr. SiiD.onoski is pursuing the been played on him to discourage his
" near-hysterical reaction by the gen- release of all records through an pressing of the case and to person
eral public regarding AIDS."
appeal to the U.S. District Court in ally intimidate him. Late last year
Jackson expressed hopes that · Los Angeles. The ACLU of Southern in Phoenix, _the· car of .his host was
Gays and Lesbians would join his California is acting as counsel. "The broken into. His briefcase was the
"Rainbow Coalition" and noted that ca.c;e offers an opportunity to test only item stolen. It was returned a
he has established a Lesbian/Gay iss- the adequacy of the Reagsn Admin few days later with a number of
ues desk in his national campaign of- istration 's FOIA guidelines as well negotiable items iritact (plane ticfice.
as a chance to determine the coin . kets, traveler's checks, etc.).- The
The responses were· sent to the plexity of the FBI 's surveillance of only items missing were documents
National Gay Task Force (NGTF) a national
community . of Jaw pertaining to the case.
Prior to this trip; his · plane tic
which is coordinating the question- abiding people for a period of over
kets mysteriously disappeared from .
naire program in conjunction with thirty years," Simonoski said.
the Gay Rights National Lobby, the
A waiver of search and copying the filing cabinet in which · they
Human Rights Campaign Fund, the fees has been requested and denied. were stored and his checking acNational Association of Gay and Under the FOIA, a waiver can be ' count frozen.
Lesbian Democratic Clubs, and the granted if the information provided
While in Memphis, Dr. Simon
National Coalition of Black Gays. would be ."in the public interest." oski appeared on a number of radio
The government, apparently,_ does . and television programs, was the
not
feel that the information ob- 1 subject of a Commercial Appeal
The
Dilemm a
tained from these files would qual article, spoke to a group of students
Just what is Steven Carrington 's plot twist "seems to imply that [be ify. The fee waiver denial is l;>eing at Southwestern at Memphis, and
.
At a cost of � 5-25 was honored at a reception by the
appealed.
sexual orientation? Certainly that's ing Gay] is a transitory thing."
cents
per
page,
the fee could run to Memphis Gay Coalition. His appear
one of the Gay community 's most ' The writers of the prime time
thousands
of
dollars.
ance was co-sponsored by the Mem
burning (if not most pressing) ques- soap agree that being Gay is not
The
groups
Simonoski
has
re
phis
Gay Coalition and the ACL U
tions these days. It seems that it all transitory. Richard and Esther Sha
started . when Armistead Maupin, a piro, the creators of Dy nasty, are quested information on are: The . of Tennessee.
He also taped a Views from 1 0% Gay novelist, wrote a piece for the quoted by USA Today : "Steven Daughters of Bilitis, East Coast
LA Times m which he criticized Carrington has not gone straight. He Homophile Organization, Gay Aca program which will air_ April 4,
demic Union, Gay Activist Alliance, 4: 00pm; April 9, 4:30 pm; and
both the producers and writers for was, is and always will be Gay
...
April 27, 7 : 30 pm on cable channel
ABC-TV 's Dynasty for app arently . (His) story .is not over with his mar Gay Liberation lt'ront, Gay Rights
"straightening out" Steven Carting- riage to Claudia. It has only just be National Lobby, Lesbian Feminist 7 .
Organization, Mattachine Society
Simonoski 's nationally syndicated
tori. The character, played by Jack gun."
(San
Francisco
and
New
York);
Coleman, was, until recently, a Gay
Pamela Bellwood,
who plays National Gay Task Force, One, Inc., newspaper column regularly appears
character, �owever, plotlin�s �ave Claudia, reportedly said
to Maupin, Radical Lesbians and the Society in Gaze. ·
occ�ed which .have. �t h lt;n mto "If you have your
way, what the for Individual Rights.
Names Make Destiny Dept.: The
.
maz;:age - a sl �tion m wh
he hell am I going to do
for a job?"
Simonoski . told Gaze that he \ last lover of Gay king Ludwig II was
h as renounced h1S homosex .ity What indeed?.
believes some "dirty tricks" have Richard Hornig.
· Maupin told USA Today th�t the
·_
·

Dynasty

·

·

·
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6th Anniversary Weekend · Celebration

I

A BENEFIT FOR GAY PRIDE � 1984:

I

THURSDAY, April 1 2th: KltX OFF PAR1Y: No cover; $ 1 .00 weUs and bottled beer - Light Buffet, Champagne at midnite With .
Birthday Cake.
FRIDAY, April 1 3th: HAPPY BIRTHDAY: featuring a drawing for .two one�week vacations to tropical KEY WEST, including:
round-trip airfare and transfers
1
accommodations
· . luxurious dinner at La Terraza de Marti (I.A-TE-DA)
1 /2 day sailing on the 40 foot yacht "ROSE" and more . . .
•

•

•

Drawing at 3 AM . . . must be present to win.

•

REDUCED drink prices all night!!!
SATIJRDAY, April 1 4th: TROPICAL MADNESS . . . a 6th Anniversary Party featuring:
Guest D.). Artie jacobs from the South Eastern Disco Association (S.E.D.A. )
Special Performance by the S.E.D.A. D�ce Troupe at midnite
Atmosphere and decorations by the Wa
ouse Staff
'
Time: 9 pm until . . .

•

•

fe!l

SUNDAY, April 1 5th: Special Anniversary Show featuring Rita Ross and other special guests.
TIJESDAY, April 1 7 th: "ROBIN FLOWER "
Live performance by one of the West Coast's leading acoustic groups, specializing in progressive bluegrass/fusion music.
A must-see event! SHOWTIMES: 10:30 and fnidnite.
..,

I

WAREHOUSE :!8, Incorporated

:!S:!9 Franklin Road
Nashville, Tennessee 37:!04

The Warehouse wishes to thank all of our customers across the Volunteer
Stat.e fo� their continued support. Without you, the "party that never ends"
would never have gotten started.... and we promise that it.will be like never
before in 1984!
Htilze. s� cuul eiU!IUjGQ at w IJ/telum6e 28 . . .
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Senator John Glenn and Rev.
was Mondale's, a belief strengthJesse
Jackson are still in the race at
ened when Glenn managed only a
by Dan Si�inoski, Ph.D.
weak sixth place finish in the Iowa this writing, btit Glenn's failures
1984 was supposed to be the year caucuses. Mondale had money, or- seem to have hobbled his national
strategy, and Jackson has cam-
of the Organization Man in the pre- gan i z ation, endorsem e nts, and
sidential campaign, the year in (apparent) popular support as mea- paigned primarily to a Black consti
which the best-organized, best- sured in opinion polls. That support tuency in the South and in large
Northern cities. Neither is expected
financed, most careful juggernaut proved "wide, but short" as an
to
develop a credible strategy at this
in primary history would propel elated Hart put it.
in the campaign.
point
Hampshire
Mondale's pre-New
former Vice President Walter
So,
Democrats are left with a
Mondale to control of the Democra- image as "heir apparent" is radicaltruly
surprising
choice between two
tic nomination by the night of the ly different today. Hart's success in
men
both
liberals,
both C ivil
e
or
w
money
New H ampshire primary, the first Main , ith practically no
Rights advocates, both Gay Rights contest between them will result in
made
time
has
Mondale
invested
jn the nation.
supporters. Mondale seems to re- a party so divided that it cannot
Well, the results are in. The polls look vulnerable, and his support
the ''traditional" Democra- wage a strong campaign in the fall.
present
and predictions have been proved to throughout the primary states is
alignment
tic
of unions, interests, On the contrary, I think it w ill lead
available
and
for
be stunningly in error. Senator seen as soft
incumbent
and
office holders. Hart to a stronger party.
Gary H art swept to victory with the plunder. Mondale has an aggresthe
to
campaigns
"New Democrats,"
There is considerable reason to
largest winning margin in the histo- sive, effective challenger in Gary
won
and
in
New
H
ampshire
w
ith
believe
that a debate on the issues
ry of that election. Winning most Hart. In New Hampshire, they split
the votes of younger, better educa- will strengthen the Party's platform
the
union
vote
about
equally;
the
age, class, and demographic groups,
Hart took 40% of the total Democra- "gender gap" leaned significantly to ted, more liberal voters who were and improve its candidates' abilities
more critical of President Reagan to speak to its several constituen
tic vote, while Mondale and John Hart, and only th2 "60 and older"
than
those who voted for Mondale. cies. Let's .consider the strategies of
Glenn go.t 29% and 12%, respective- vote was Mondale's. While Mondale
"Traditional" and "New" Demo- Gay Democrats in the situation of an
'
be
must
still
certainly
considered
ly. He jollowed up with an even
crats seem to divide more along early Mondale victory or a continumore impressive victory in Ver- the more likely nominee, likelihood lines of age and lifestyle
than of ing race between Mondale and
no longer is a certainty.
mont.
(and
oth
ideology.
their H art.
candidates
B
s
Hart's
(and
the momenvictorie
In the wake of their own poor
basic
agree
camsupporters)
on
H ad Mol)dale sewn up the race by
showings, Senators Alan Cranston tum they generate in volunteers, paign issues, as evidenced in· cam"Super.
Tu,esday," 1 feel our leaders
and Fritz Hollings as well as former donations, and credibility) have paign de ates so far. J3oth clearly ·
would
have
had little ammunition
b
g"
Florida Governor Reuben Askew turned a one-man "sure thin into a occupy the party's liberal wing. B ewith
which
to
negotiate with party
two-man
must
race.
be
both
Now,
dropped out of the race. George ·
cause of this basic consensus, debate leaders - much less with Mondale
by
tested
IndepenDemocrats
and
the
do
will
he
said
has
McGovern
in ensuing months should focus on himself. There would have been
same if he does not score an ''upset" dents across the nation, their posi- clarification of programs. That
will scant chance to strengthen the 1984
tions
and
compared
judged, their
in the Massachusetts primary (still
be good for all voters, especially Gay Rights platform position.
claim
party
to
on
nomination
based
in the future as of this writing).
those concerned with Lesbian and Lacking an exciting race in the rePrior to this, virtually all ob- the resu lts of primar i es and Gay issues.
maining primaries, our communiservers thought that the nomination caucuses.
M any C iv i l Rights activists ties might not have mobilized as
(including Black and H ispanic fully .as expected. Thus, our ability
leaders, NOW, and labor unions) en- to demonstrate national electoral
dorsed Mondale last year in the hope power might have been diluted.
that an early Mondale victory would Moreover, the campaigns of openly
guarantee a liberal nominee (in Gay candidates and delegates would
other words: Stop Glenn!) while have been weakened through lower
avoiding the fierce internecine turnout. Most important, lowered
battles that resulted in Democratic participation of Gays and Lesbians
defeats in recent elections. How1- would have hurt the campaigns of
726-901 1 '
Open Noon Until 7 am
1 268 Madison
ever, those �onflicts (pro- vs. anti� · our supporters throughout the
war forc�s m 1968 and 1972, T�,d country. An intensely fought H art
.
Kenn �y vs. JImmy
Carter m .1�80) Mondal�:face will significantly in. were mtensely personal and tied
to crease voter interest and partici}>a(Noon - 8 p.m.)
lthe heatedly ideological cleavages of tion.
'
their ti� es.
· Given the present two-man race
9 5 ¢ Can Bee r - $ 2. 7 5 Pitche r
The difference between Hart and \tfiat confronts us we are in the envi
�o_n dale is more concerne? 'Yith �ble position of h aving two friends
5 0 ¢ draft
VISion and progress. There IS httle campaign . for our votes. I am confi
reason to assume that a vigorous �ent that we can use their compet.i·

·
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DAilY SPECIALS

64 oz. Pitc h e r
Monday - Al l Day
$ 1 .0 0 with p urch a se of a n y 1 2 " p i zza

Tue sd ay - t 0 p . rn .-3 a . m . · D raft 5 0 ¢
Can Be. e r 9 5 ¢ Pitch e r $ 2. 7 5
( -

Th ursd ay

9 p_. m . - Mi d � i g h t
$ 1 .0 0 B E E R B U ST

I

.;11 't i 1J
itt

-

All YO U CAN D R I N K!

·

U{eo

I
\

VCR Tapes.,:* Sales \and .RentiLl
Free:Membership
I

Store. Hours:

1 0:30 am

-

9:00 Ptn

1264 Madison Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee 38104
Phone: (901) 725-4356

'

I
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tion to extract stronger commit
ments to our issues .from the -Conven
tion and the· candidates: Though the
convention is still months away,
what was true two months ago is
still true today: we must continue to
organize, to make maximum use of
the primary and caucus process,
and to raise funds for the men and
women who will work for our
agenda.

,

We have two decent candidates
for the Democratic nominatio n, and
we have a great many candidates
for state and national office who
have endorsed our rights and who
deserve our support. They have put
themselves on the 1 ine for us. We can
do no less than to share that burden
with them.
Dare to struggle - Dare to win!
C opyrigh t Stonew all Fe atures
Syndicate, 1 984.

)

1 984 IS HERE.

SPECIALS

.

MONDAY
FAVORITE MOV�IES/50C D RAFTS
TUESDAY
·COUNTRY /WESTERN DANCE CLASS
WEDNESDAY
CHill DOG/D RAFT FOR $ 1 . 00
5C D RAFTS All NIGHT LONG
'
THURSDAY
HAPPY H O U R All DAY LONG
POOL TOURNAMENT AT · 9 PM
F RIDAY - SATURDAY - SUNDAY
CRUISE WITH CRAZY PRICES!

HOW MUCH DOES THf.
GOVf.RNMf.NT KNOW ABOUT US?
Slmlnosld vs. the Fil l s a lawsuit flied by t h e
ACLU of S o . C:aiif. o n behalf o f Dr. Dan S l m l noskl .

Dan Is suing to force th e FBI to release Its records
of th l rty years of I l licit surveil lance of the lesbian
and gay com m u nity.

Please suppOl't this test. of Gay and human
rights. Send your tax deductible donations to
National Gay Archives, Freedom of Informa
tion Fund, 1654 North Hudson Blvd., Los
Angeles, CA 90028

2535

Fran k l i n Road

37204
(61 5) 297-4571

Nash vi l le , TN
Cal l

ORDER FORM
Send entire form and check (alter April 20th
Money order or cert . check ONLY) payable to:
SWMCF. 328 Georgia Ave. SE, Atlanta, Georgia
30312 Phone: (404) 584-9177
PLEASE enclose a self-addressed, legal size.

stamped envelope.

S80 to $100 Sliding Scale-4 days
(camping only) or
$100 - 4 days-space in cabins
$125 R.V.: no hook·ups (indudas 1 'tidcel)
$20 Additional for workshill substitution
$20 per 8-16 yr. oid woman (anci 8-10 boy)
$6& to $75 very limited �t. noon to
Mon. P8SS41S (3 dar.;. camping only)
$50 to $70 Sliding Scale Craltswoment
Vendors in addition to 'Festival Fee
$30 Nonprofit Craftswomen/Vendors 1
(in addition to Fesfival fee)

PERFORMERS:
Cris Williamson
Tret Fure
Meg Christian
Margie Adam

Teresa Trull & Barbara Higeby
·
Alix Dobkin
Andrea Floyd
Casse Culver & Pam Clare
Unda Tillery
Carol MacDonald and Witch
The Scallion Sisters

MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND/MAY 25-28

DANCE D.J.:

VIvienne Holt

FEATURED
SPEAKERS! AUTHORS:
Rita Mae Brown
Kate Millett
Flo Kennedy

"11"'1•1 --------1

200 beautiful wooded acres, private camp, cabins,
large lake, in the N.E. GEORGIA MOUNTAINS, at the
foot of the Blue Ridge Mts. (80 miles north of Atlanta)

COMICS:
Robin tyler
Kate Clinton
Lea Delarla with Jeanine Strobel
PicI

.

·

·

T/CKETS-$80-100: 4 days sliding scale (if work1ng. please pay top of scale) Cabin
space-4 days - $ 1 00. Children 8 and under free: 8 - 1 6. $20 to help defray food
costs. $65-75: 3 days (Sat .. Sun. & Mon . ) All children must bEJ preregistered by April
20th. U . S. currency only. NO PERSONAL CHECKS AFTER APRIL 20th Money order.
certified check. cash only. For tickets. send self-addressed. legal size. stamped
envelope to: SWMCF. 328 Georgia Ave. SE. Atlanta. Georgia. 30312 . Phone : (404)
584-91 77
PRICE INCLUDES: 4 days & 3 nights of music . comedy. crafts. raquetba l l . basketball.
tennis. swimming. dance every night. workshops . hot showers. camping & food'

Concerts interpreted for hearing impaired : Food and childcare provided. NO over·
night childcare. potty-trained only: Boys 1 0 and under welcome. There will be some
Woman-Only space. C raftswomen invited to display. No dog s permitted.
.

ONLY 400 CABIN SPACES AVAILABLE- r cabin spa�e

4 DAYS-$100! ORDER EARLY!
. FESTIVAL UMITED TO 2,000 WOMEN.

includes 1

'�>----!

TOTAL ENCLOSED
How many children (t2 and under. boys
10 and under) sex(es) and
I NEED INFORMATION FROM:
Disabled Resources 0 Childcare 0
I wish to contribute $ __ to childcare program.
I wish to do a workshop 0 (send in a description by
April 20th).
4 DAY TICKET ONLY
I wish space in cabin if available 0
I
I will be camping 0

WILUNG TO H�i.P------,·--··----··----··-- -1
NAME

l

I CAN LOAN OA RENT THE FESTIVAL A:
Van wtlilt" O Pick·up truck 0 C8 radio 0 O!her O
I WOULD BE INTERESTED IN VOLUNTEERING:
To flyer 0 To be regional contact 0 With
to come a week early and work LJ
I HAVE SKILLS IN:
[J Truck driving·
O Sign·inlerpnlliJtg
n .Health care
D. Carpentry
0 Disabled Resources
Lifeguards
n Childcare
0 Electrician
Other)
;:;;f
iS
ffic
�
;oATi
m;c
OOj
I
'NEEDED TO
WHEELCHAIRS

I
I
I ,5
I
ticket) I EJ
I
EXTREMELY limited 'fiOrk exchange-write detailed
I letter. re: skills & situlltion
. I , u you wish to play on open-mike please send tape
1 along with ticket order by April 20th O
NO REFUNDS

-j

)

John Stilwell's
article in the
March issue, "As Good As Any Les
bian," has a_ good m�e, but as I
was .so irritated at his .generaliZing
that I almost decided not to con
tinue reading. In his statement that ·
.continued from page 3
"Lesbians have gone to great pains ·
men may have experienced at the to identify themselves as complete
hands of Gay women, just as there is ly separate and apart from men and
none for the-elitist behavior of bar Gay men, but in their efforts . to
owners and patrons designed to identify themselves as a . separate
prevent women from spending their and distinct group, Lesbians hav�.
lower salaries in -the same establish- slipped into reverse discrimination:
ments as Gay men. The methods chauvinism, and sexism. All men are
used to exclude women and Gay identified as the enemy. We are
Black men attests to something viewed as being insensitive, bar crea
borderinJ:( on straw clutching by tures with our brains in our crotch."
the desparate : no open toed shoes; Mr. Stilwell is committing the same
requiring a filing cabinet full of ID 's. crimes for which he accuses me and
none of. which is sufficient unless - ev�ry other Lesbian. Yes, I agree
it proves your birth or ability to get · so':lle, possib!y many L�s�i�s are
guilty of havmg these opm1ons, but
out of the United States; no spiked
.
.
I resent the author's statement that
.
. .
heels ( except on stage?. ); the hst IS I e b'
' way. It reads as if
h1s
... s 1ans fee1 t
1ong and recent.
AL:{..
Lesbians
fee�
this way. I, for
But the bar experience is hardly
.
one, do not, makmg hiS statement
a Gay experience and in ' the 12
absolutely false:
years I've been out (relatively ), Lhave
I am a Lesb1an . For ve�s. I renot known anyone, male or femal�
fused to call myself a Lesbian. As a
who practiced full time separatism.
female and a ho�osexual� I referred
Literally half df my dearest confi_
to myself as Gay. <;>ftentrmes, I still
dants, the people I love most, other
.
.
do. Reading .John s article brou�ht
than my lover, are men. As a former
back a · fear , the- fear of bemg
radical Lesbian feminist separatist
trapped in � mold. It is &ad to me
.
who realized the futility of succession
that the articl� that brough� b�ck
given that1 there's no where else to
th
at fe� was m a Gay pubhcation
go, let me say ·that it is through
and
wntten by what some ·people
knowing and loving Gay men that
call "a brother. " And when I
would
·
I have come to any hope for men at
like -."Many �f u�
read
statements
,
all, because many of you have talcen
are
goo
(men)
as
? as �y JA:sbian,
that first excrutiating step toward
I wonder what IS behmd 1t. Why
preserving your humanity : "J ou feel.
d�es
he feel that he. . must �ompete
.
And y�u have the ability or the
women, especially With Gay
ith
W
to
understand how
ocassion
n/Lesbians? Perhaps Mr. Stilwome
women have always felt, subject to
sho
well
uld rea� the last paragraph
the whim of power assumed by
states We neeq to get our
where
he
most meri. And you have Etopped
er (the word to rememact
togeth
f
·
in some measure the in uriating
forces to�ether and
our
ber),
get
trait that men tend . to find so
present a strong fore� if �e ever
difficult to renounce : the presumphope to �ake a place m this worl�
tion of power by virtue of one's
for Le�bians
and Gay
men.
existence when one has the good
(People . )
sense to arrive equipped with a few
extra inches of dangling flesh.
M.L.
But I agree with John, that Memphis
whether one dangles or jiggles is
beyond the proverbial point, as is
the question of who one chooses to
dangle or jiggle with. We have to
avoid or stop doing the very things Men's E lective Corsets
that we criticize in .others, get past
In response to· the small fillerimages and labels and groupings,
stop nicheing people as if we were article about men wearing corsets
grading and sorting Japanese hen ( Feb. '84 issue) :
You can be sure those men's
eggs. There's more inside each of
corsets
did nothing more than com
us than an ethnic yoke.
press
their
fat a little and never
do it
(Please if you must groan,
seriously threatened health or move
on key. )
ment. · I certainly doubt· the prac
tice lasted more than 50 years,
Carole Taylor
Whereas �en are still demanding
Memphis

. :ro �e two women who took the time to wt:ite in response to the
�torial. of last . mont-.4:-IJ'hap.k you-and cc9�der me properly and
·
r ·�
nghtly chastised.
"'
I did not want or intend to indict ALL Lesbians. Just as Carole has
many male friends, I �ave m�y f�male friends, Gay and straight, I
know and love and enjoy bemg With. I was addressing the many or
large number of Lesbians who exhibit those attitudes and traits.
Any achievements made by the Gay rights movement will benefit
men and women alike. As all three of us have pointed out. the bottom
line is still the same-we have to work together instead of working
against � ach other.
.
While I appreciate the special problems that many women face
over-worked, under-payed, raising chililren-not ALL Lesbians have
ALL th.ose .P�oblems. And sometimes it comes down to deciding that
something IS Important to you and you MAKE time.
The real purpose and intent of the editorial was to address 'the
critics who accuse the Coalition of being. a male organization and all
of. its servi�es. mf;l].e-oriented. It.'s like -a bad relationship-you put no
.
thmg mto It and you get nothing out of it!
. (A note : The editorial elicited two responses-about average for
most of Gaze 's contests and surveys-and two women have joined us
on the newspaper-Thanks Linda and Carole)
.
·

·
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·

·

·

·

"SPECIAL NOTICE*SPECIAL NOTICE*SPECIAL NOTICE*
BECAUSE OF THE SPECIAL BENEFIT PERFORMANCE
TAKING PLACE ON MONDAY, APRIL 2, THE NORMAL
BUSINESS MEETING OF THE MEMPHIS GAY COALITION
HAS BEEN"·MOVED TO MONDAY, APRIL 16 - 7 : 30 PM
-MEETING ROOM B - LIBRARY (PEABODY & McLEAN.
WE HOPE THAT OUR MEMBERS WILL SUPPORT THE
GAY ALTERNATIVE BY ATTENDING "LADY ASTOR'S
BALL".
18-Gaze-April, 1984

·

that · womyn (sic) distort their
bodies to fit male images of the
perfect woman's (sic) body.
Womyn have worn corsets and
other restrictive garment� for hun
dreds . of years: garments that for
dec�des were s� tjght �s to damage
therr he�th; displace mternal or
gans. It. IS no wonder wo� yn h�d a
for, swoonmg; they
reputa�10n
couldn t breathe, and . could hardly
move !
�or men it �as not�ing more than
vll!uty, they simply WIShed to look
�Inner than they wer?· For womyn,
It was b?n�age: � trym� � conform
to MEN s Ideals , subm1ttmg to the
s�very of MEN's standards. of pro
pne� for. womyn. Wearmg the
clothmg �1ctated by .men, a half
dozen skirts and petticoats, added
ten to twelve pounds she had to
�onstantly carry . The womon who,
m the last century adopted Ms.

·

John Stilwell

.

·

.••

·

Bloomer's freer style of dress then
suffered the mental bondage of
.
ridicule.
"...high heels, corsets, panniers,
farthingales, crinolines were intend
�d less to accentUate the curves of
the feminine body than to augment
its .incapacity. Weighted down with
fat, or on the contrary, so thin as to
forbid all effort, paralyzed by in
convenient clothing and by the rules
of propriety - then woman's body
seems to man to be his properly,
his thing." -Simone de Beauvoir
·

M.G.R.
Memphis
It Must Be 1984 Dept: The North
Carolina legislature is considering
making it legal to serve a homo
sexual in that state. Cheers !

RATES FOR CLASSIFIED: 204 per word $ 3 minimum.
Phone nwhbers and zip codes are free. Deadline for ads is 5
days prior to the publication date which is usually the last
Friday of the month. $2 additional charge for the use c;>f
ou:�: _p_ost office box. Send to GAZE, Box 3038, Memphis,
Tedfiessee 38173-0038.
Landlord/Tenant, Wills, contracts,
you-name-it. D. Bush, Esq. 7222192
WANTED: Honest; clean man for
friend + companion. I'm 40, 5'3",
1 1 5 lbs. No dope. Memphis, East
Ark. Write : Larry, c/o Box 3038
Memphis, TN 38173-0038
Watch Views from 10% :__ cable
channel 7 - see display ad for
dates and times.

JEFF THOMPSON, Gaze Nashville
Correspondent, seeks ASSISTANT
to help with local ad sales and dis
tribution. Must live in Nashville and
drive a car. Send letter to JEFF
THOMPSON, 6807 ·Pennywell Drive
Nashville, Tennessee 37205.
VHS OWNERS- Want to trade
tapes? Write to Box 3038, Memphis,
TN 38173-0038.

JOIN the Memphis Gay Coalition
April Business Meeting- April 16
7:30 pm, Meeting Room B, Library
at Peabody and McLean.

GAY IBM EMPLPYEES : . Gaze · is
seeking a
companion mag card
memory unit for IBM Composer.
Must be in working order. Call Gaze
at 454-1411. Also IBM Composer
elements.

Emily Carole, magical delight of a
woman - Welcome to the dance...
again. -Linda Sue

Lovers with 3 bedroom Midtown
home to share. $11 5 + 1 /3 utilities
452-5581

-------

MEMPHIS

Metropolitan Community Church: RESTAURANTS AND �ARS
non-denominational; . 131 15th
Ave., N., Nashville TN 37202
Discovery II: 1021 .Jessie Road,
( 501) 664-4784
Tennessee Gay Coalition for Human .
Lil's Country Pub: 1701 University,
Rights: movement, Box 24181,
Little Rock, AR ( 501) 663-8682
Nashville, TN 37202
Womankind , Health Service: con- The Palladiu m: 1,01 S. Victory�
Little Rock, AR ( 501) 372-2372
fidential clinic, feminist. 1 727
NashVille, 37203 Silver Dollar Bar: 2710 ASher. Ave. ,
Church St.,
Little Rock, AR ( 501 ) 663-9886
(615) 329-1478
Women's Resource Center:· general
services for women; 1608 Wood- MISCELLANEOUS
mont YWCA,
Nashville, TN
916 S. Rodney
4-Star Video �
(615) 385-3952
Parham (501) 663-6412.
6316
University Adult Arcade,
RESTAURANTS ·AND BARS
Asher Ave., ( 5,01) 568-2952 . ·

RESTAURANTS AND BARS

Organizations

DR's: restaurant/bar, late hours ;
12 N. Cleveland (upstairs)
The Eighth Day: bar, pizza/beer,
American Civil Liberties Union 1382 · Poplar, 725-9877
(ACLU): general movement; 81 The French Connection: restaurant,
Madison Bldg., Suite 1501, Membar, dining menu; 598 Marshall,
phis, 38103, (901) 521-9875
526-1038
Black and White Men Together: · George's: showbar, large disco; 600
support/movement; Box 41773
Marshall 526-1038
Memphis, 38104, (901) 276-4160 J-Wag's: b�, serves food� moderate
or 274-0532. .
.
.
menu, small disco, games, . patio
Gay Advocacy Project: movement,
late hours , 1268 MadisOn,- 726ACLU and MGC, 521=9875
901 1
Gay Catholics: . Call 725-1698 for • Jacki� 's: bar, 1474 Mac;lison Ave. ,
.
recommended Sunday Mass.
278-9021
Memphis Center for Reproductive The · Other Side: bar,' large disco, · The Chute: Restaurant; bar, 2535!
Health: non-sexist, non-heteroFranklin Road., (615) 297-4571
12 N. Cleveland; late hours, 726sexist; 1462 Poplar Ave., Mem- ·
MISSISSIPPI
Crazy Cowboy: bar; 2311 Franklin
9245
phis 38104, 274-3550
Road (615) 383-9493
The Pendulum: bar, serves food,
Memphis Gay Coalition : movement,
limited menu; 92 N. Avalon, B. Palola's: Restaurant, bar, 1 812
Organizations
public. Meets 1st and 3rd Mon725-1530
Hayes Si, (615) 320-07 13
days of th� month in Meeting P.W. Bumps: bar, serves food, limi- Cabaret: Bar, disco, drag shows;
Gay SwitchbOard: information; re-.
Room B of Library at Peabody
ted menu; 238 N.: Cleveland,
1711 Hayes St. (61 5) 320-7082
:i•' ietral, counseling; . (601) 355 & McLean ; Box 3038, Memphis
726�9953
Slippo's: 2106-A Eighth Ave. S.
7495
TN, 38173-0038
Psych-Out II: bar, large· disco, late
bar, (615) 269-9150
Integrity/Mississippi: religious,,Epis- ·
Memphis Gay Speakers Bureau:
hours, 571 Marshall, 523-1940.
Warehouse· 28: Bar, disco, shows
(all Gay Christians
. copaleans
movement, general education,
Rumors: bar, disco, . video, late
and special events; 2529 Franklin
welcome) . Box 4235, Jackson, .
Box 3038, Memphis, TN 38173hours; 6f6 Marshall, 527-6348.
Rd. (615) 385-9689
MS 39216 (601) 355-7495
0038
World's End: Restaurant, .live mlisic
Lambda Group (Gay AA): meet!;
Metropolitan Community Church: MISCELLANEOUS
(jazz); 1713 Church St. 329-3480
Sat., 8 pm, 4872 N. State St.
non-denominational; 2224 Ceft
cfo Box 8342, Jackson, .MS,
.
Tral Ave., 274-8355
Club South: baths, TV room, sauna,
39204
LITTLE ROCK
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: . social/
spa·, lockers, rooms. 628 Madison
Metropolitan Community · Church:
movement, women; Box 41822
(901) 525-2852. CBC affiliated.
non-denominational, Box 8342 .
Organizations
.
'
Memphis, 38104
Jackson, MS 39204 (601) 355. Book Cottage (Overton Square): .
Mystic Krewe of Apollo: social,
7495 .
mainstream book store, includes ACLU of Arkansas: general move
· private membership, men only;
Little
2�2,
Box
legal;
ment,
move
ississippi Gay Alliance:
section of Gay /Lesbian novels
no address listing
Rock AR 72203
ment; _ Box 8342, . Jackson, · MS
and · nonfiction; 2113 Madison
National Organization for Women
Arkansas Gay Rights: general move
39205 (601) 355-7495
Ave., 726-5857
(NOW): movement, feminist; Box
ment, Box 3115, Little Rock,. .AR
- Enc-ore Cards and Gifts: cards, giftS,
40982, Memphis, 38104
72203
Large
ceramics, posters, etc.
The Queen's Men (TQM ): social,
Counseling Service: 409 Walnut . BARS AND RESTAURANTS
Gay
selection of Gay /Lesbian fictiori
g
private_ membership, no address
and nonfiction. 1266 Madison - Little Rock, AR 72205, ( 501) .
listing
Bill;s Disco and Show Bar: 207 W.
663-6455
Ave., 722-8963
Phoenix:. Gay AA; meets Wed., 8 pm
Amite, Jackson, MS 39201 (601)
1524
House:
Women's
Grassroots
Georgetown Inn : hotel, daily, week
Fri., 10_ pm ; Sun., � pm. 2009
969-9765 (Th-Sat only)
AR
�ock,
.
Little
Summit,
S.
ly .and monthly rates. 628-630
.
Lamar, 365-7513
City : 2912 Old Canton Rd.
Emerald
( 501) 378-7851
Madison Ave. Reservations (901 )
·
Tsarus: social, levi-leather/motor
Jackson,- MS. 39216 (601) 366Great Men/BWMT : support/move525-0725
cycle, private membership, Box
7315
ment: Box 3123, Little Rock,
Men of LeatQer: clothing, accoutre
41082, Memphis, 381 1 1
Saloon: 208 W. Capitol,
Jack's
'
4-3217
37
)
501
(
72203,"
AR
ments. 1474 Madison (in' the
n, MS 39201 (601 ) 354Jackso
rear of Jackie's). (901) 458-8342 Metropolitan Community ChurchHELPLINES
9588
Little Rock:non-denominational,
listing above.
s)
Mid Town' Video : Video cas&ette
Box 1964, Little Rock 72203, Jill's: (at Jack' see
Switchboaro: information,
Gay
sales and rentals; 1264 Madison
( 501) 666-2404
crisis, referrals, counseling, 726National Organization for Women THIS DIRECTORY IS A FREE
GAYY.
NASHVILLE
(NOW): movement, feminist; Box SERVICE OF THIS N�WSP APE:R.
Rape Crisis: 528-2161
IF YOU DESIRE A LISTING OR
662, Little Rock. AR 72203
Suicide and Crisis Intervention: 274- OrganizatiOJ!S
Parents and Friends of Gays: move: WISH TO CORRECT AN INCOR
7477
ment/support. Box 1839,Bates RECT LISTING, WRITE : GAZE
Civil Liberties Union
American
BOX 3038, MEMPHIS, TN 38173MEDIA
ville, AR 72501 -o--._
(ACLU) : general movement, legai Crisis Center: 664-8834 (toll-free , 0038 OR CALL (901) 454-1411.
Gaze: newspaper, monthly; Box
Box 120160, Nashville 37212
1-800-482-8886)
3038, Memphis, TN 38113-0038 1 Conductors: Levi-leather club; Box
(901) 454-1411
40261, Nashville 37212
MEDIA
Lambda Televideo: TV, monthly Lifestyle Health Services: confiden.. tial clinic specializing in STD's
· program Views from 10%, cable
. Arkan� Gay Writes: AGR, Inc.,
· · channel 7, Box 3038, Memphis,
Box 3115, Little
Newsletter;
Nashville, .
1729 Church St.,
. Rock . AR 72203
37203, (615) 329-1478
TN 38173-0038
·
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